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Abstract
This study was undertaken to investigate the possibility o f synthesis o f nitride based semiconductors. 
To this end hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride (a-SiNxiHy) has been deposited as the starting 
material using PECVD (plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition). Then the effects o f implanting 
gallium into the a-SiN^rH target material have been studied with the aim o f forming GaN compounds. 
Should this technique work, it opens the possibility o f carrying out similar synthesis o f Al, In and other 
nitride based compounds.
PECVD hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride thin films are studied as a function o f the 
ammonia/silane gas ratio. The power coupled to the plasma, pressure and the substrate temperature 
were held constant, while the gas flow ratio o f NHs/Silf, was varied. FV measurements on the metal- 
nitride-metal structures indicated that the conduction mechanism might be explained by Poole-Frenkel 
conduction. The composition o f the a-SiNx:Hy films were analysed using Rutherford backscattering 
spectroscopy (RBS) and Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA). The Si content decreased in a 
logarithmic manner for 0 < NHg/Siff, < 4 and saturated for higher NHa/SiHj ratios at 27 at.%. The N  
content mirrored this trend and saturated to a maximum asymptotic value of 49 at.% for NH3/S1 H4  > 4. 
Stress, refractive index and optical absorption studies were also conducted. A turning point for most of 
the properties was observed at a NHg/Sifk* ratio o f 4. This corresponds to a N/Si ratio o f about 1.4 with 
a hydrogen content o f 22 at.% for the deposited films. Below this ratio, a-SiN^rH films have high 
growth rates, a refractive index between 1.9 and 2.7, a N/Si ratio between 0,5 and 1.5 and moderate 
values o f  compressive stress (~ 0.7 GPa). While, above this pivotal ratio, growth rates become 
significantly lower, the refi^ctive index minimises to 1.8, N and Si concentrations in the films saturate 
and the compressive stress rapidly increases.
Evidence has been found for Ga-N bonds by implanting gallium into amorphous silicon nitride films. 
The a-SiNx:H films grown at high gas ratios (R > 70) are highly stressed and the nitrogen content is 
saturated. They are, therefore, ideally suited to forming GaN bonds under the high energy conditions of  
Ga ion implantation, a phase that is not thermodynamically favourable. X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), FTIR and RBS have been used to examine the bond structure, composition and the 
depth profile o f the synthesised material. It has been found that the implanted Ga bonds with the N 
from the NH2 , NH and SiN bonds and the released Si and H from these bonds combine to form 
additional SiH. From the RBS and XPS data, annealing at 200®C was shown to increase the thickness 
of the a-GaN and transform more o f the target. The Ga profile moves deeper into the material and the 
stoichiometric phase o f SiN that is thermodynamically stable, recovers. Annealing at a higher 
temperature (500®C) shows a significant reduction in the amount of H from the amorphous network 
(ERD), mainly from the NH bonds (FTIR), thus leaving the free N available to bond with the unbonded 
Ga in the material. Up to ~  22 at.% Ga is present in the material and can be converted to GaN on 
annealing. Electron diffraction through the material shows no evidence of any crystallites in the 
synthesised material.
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Introduction
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Section 1.1 Organisation of Thesis
The surfaces of amorphous silicon nitride fihns have been modified by ion 
implantation of gallium and the possibility of synthesising amorphous gallium nitride 
(a-GaN) within these surface layers has been explored. To this end a two part study 
was made: the first being on optimising hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride 
(a-SiNx:H) films and the second being on the modification of these films using 
gallium implantation. The study of a-SiNxiH was undertaken in order to obtain an 
understanding of the properties of a-SiNx:H needed to enable synthesis of a-GaN 
containing compounds. This also allows comparisons to be made with the properties 
resulting firom Ga implantation.
This introductory chapter contains a brief description of the physics of amorphous 
materials in Section 1.2 . The uses of amorphous silicon nitride are discussed in 
Section 1.3 . The reasons why it would be usefiil to synthesise amorphous gallium 
nitride are outlined in Section 1.4 and a discussion of its formation is in Section 1.5 . 
A description of the plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) 
technique is given in Section 1 . 6  and the ion beam modification of thin films is 
described in Section 1.7 . The rest of the thesis will be built on this foundation.
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of a-SiNx:H and gallium nitride (GaN), the 
control of the PECVD deposition process and the resulting properties of the films
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produced. Chapter 3 contains a description of all the deposition and fabrication 
equipment used followed by the characterisation techniques used to gain an 
understanding of the synthesised material. The experimental work performed on 
these films and an analysis of the data are presented in chapters 4 and 5 for a-SiNx:H 
and Ga implanted a-SiNx’.H respectively. Finally, chapter 6  concludes this thesis with 
a discussion of the evidence for the synthesis of Ga-N compounds and proposes plans 
for ftiture work.
Section 1.2 Amorphous materiais
1.2.1 Brief theory
The teim amoiphous, meaning without form is only partially coirect, as these 
materials ar e solids with a definite form on a macroscopic scale. Also, on an atomic 
scale the material bonds as one would expect, hence there is some short-range order. 
However, there is no repetitive structure as there would be in a crystalline material,
i.e. there is no long-range order. Despite this fact, we see evidence of a bandgap in 
amorphous materials. When atoms come together to fonn a solid, the discrete energy 
levels split, forming an energy spectrum. This energy spectmm is due to the chemical 
bonds and interaction between atoms. Although some bonding disorder may exist, the 
lack of lattice periodicity does not completely destroy the band structuie e.g. as 
exhibited by the lineai* combination of atomic orbitals. Consequently, the structural 
and bonding disorder results in a distribution of states with band tails and states in the 
gap that are localised. The extended states and localised states are sepai'ated by the 
mobility edge, as shown in Figure 1.1, where N(E) is the density of states.
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Mobility gap
Band tails
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Figure 1.1 Energy gap in amorphous materials.
A commonly used model of an amorphous network is the continuous random network 
(CRN) model [ 1 ], where the number of bonds of each atom is determined by its co­
ordination. Generally, an ideal CRN can only be constructed with bond angle 
distortions. However, ideal CRNs rarely, if ever, exist and usually co-ordination 
defects (dangling bonds) are formed in amorphous networks. These defects give rise 
to other localised states in the gap. There are different types of defects that exist in 
amorphous materials. Briefly, they aie co-ordination defects, atomic vacancies and 
density defects. For more details on all aspects of amorphous semiconductors, the 
reader is referred to Elliott [2 ], According to Street [3], the coirespondence between 
structui e and the electron properties that result from it are:
Structure Electron properties
Bonding disorder (e.g. non-periodic) Band tails, localisation, scattering
Structural defects Electronic states in the gap
Alternative bonding configurations Electronically induced metastable states
Table 1.1 Relationship between structural disorder and electron properties.
In crystalline materials, the electron states are Bloch waves in the crystal
T(k,r) = u(k,r) exp(ik«r) Equation 1.1
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where k is the electron wavevector and the band structure is represented in reciprocal 
or k space. The crystalline momentum k, arises from to the symmetry due to a 
periodic potential. In amorphous materials, electron scattering and localisation of 
carriers causes uncertainty in the electron momentum. Hence, the electron 
momentum is not a good quantum number and the k-conservation rule is relaxed and 
amorphous materials function as direct band gap materials. Transitions from the 
conduction band to the valence band are far more probable as the creation or 
destruction of phonons is not required.
1.2 .2  E lectronic conduction in am orp h o u s sem iconducto rs
There are a number of ways electronic conduction can occur in these materials and 
four common mechanisms are given below.
I) Hopping at the Fermi level
This mechanism dominates at low temperatures when the density of defect states is 
large. Carriers originate from defects hopping from site to site and conductivity 
depends on temperature to a small extent. The current density follows a law [3],
AJ  = exp| I Equation 1 . 2
where A ~ 1.7
11/41
6
Equation 1.3 
Equation 1.4
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With N(Ef), Ro, k and N being the density of states at the Femii level, localisation 
length, Boltzmann’s constant and number of carriers able to escape from traps 
respectively. T is the absolute temperature.
2) Band tail conduction
If carriers can achieve sufficient energy through elevated temperatures, carriers can 
hop from one localised state to the other [3].
(T(aii = cjot exp[-(EcT -Ep)/kT] Equation 1.5
where Ect is the average energy of the band tail path and depends on the density of 
states and on the overlapping wavefunctions. Oot is the pre-exponential factor.
3) Poole-Frehkel conduction
Poole-Frenkel emission is the field enhanced thermal excitation of trapped carriers
[4].
cr = o-Q e x p ( / f p ^ E q u a t i o n  1. 6
where, oc exp = —\  K i  )  \ K l  J 7-, E is the applied electric field, (|)b is
the barrier height and 8 i’(so * G/) is the dynamic (high frequency) permittivity.
4) Extended states conduction
Carriers are activated from the Fermi level to the conduction or valence bands. If
conduction band conductivity is taken as an example;
Oext = cjoe exp[-(Ec -Ep)/kT] Equation 1.7
where Ooe is the average conduction above the mobility edge, Ec is the conduction
band energy, E? is the energy at the Fermi level, k is Boltzmann’s constant. If
electronic doping of the amoiphous material were to take place, this type of activated
extended state conduction would dominate.
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Section 1.3 Applications of amorphous silicon nitride
In 1965, Sterling and Swann [5] presented a paper on amorphous silicon nitride 
(a-SiNx:H) prepared by Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) promoted by Radio 
Frequency (RF) discharge. Over the next three decades, interest in a-SiNxiH has 
grown mainly because it has proven to be a very useful large ar ea device material and 
Plasma Enhanced CVD (PECVD) allows the material’s properties to be manipulated 
in a controlled manner.
Initially, a-SiNx:H gained popular ity as a passivation (masking) layer for large scale 
integration (LSI). This is because it forms an inert barrier to fast diffusing alkali 
metals like K, Li, Na as well as water. In addition, its resistance to field migr ation of 
ions is greater thus preventing the degradation of surface char acteristics of electronic 
devices. In addition, the manufacturability of a-SiNx:H is enhanced because of low 
temperature deposition and easy control of its composition, density, stress and 
cracking resistance.
Amorphous silicon nitride is also used to hermetically seal metallised devices in Ge 
and GaAs technology. It provides a very effective resistance to Zn and Ga [6 ]. 
Interlevel dielectrics used in multilevel metallisation often use a-SiNx:H. Beyond its 
uses as an insulator or protective layer, there is potential for the use of a-SiNx:H in 
devices. Cuirently it is used in varactors and as the active element in electrically 
variable metal nitride oxide semiconductor (MNOS) memory devices [7]. Among its
many uses are multilayered structures, matrices for dopants in solid to solid diffusion   "
and gate layers in a-Si:H thin film transistors (TFTs) [8 ].
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In a-Sii-xCx p-i-n LEDs, a-SiNx:H has been used as the i layer [9] and as hot-canier 
tunnelling injection (HTI) layers at the p-i and n-i interfaces [10]. Paasche et al. [10] 
found that the majority of the electric field drop occurs across the insulating HTI layer 
which aids carrier injection onto the i layer. They have proposed a model for the 
luminosity-current characteristics based on field enhanced tunnelling to extended 
band states.
In this study, amoiphous silicon nitride has been implanted with gallium to modify its 
surface with a view to improving its conductivity. There ar e several possible results;
1 . Ga may form colloids and remain passive within the silicon nitride matrix.
2 . The implanted Ga may out-diffuse.
3. The Ga may replace constituent atoms of the target because of impact.
4. The Ga may bond to target atoms.
Another use of amorphous silicon nitride is as a capping layer to hold in Ga. Hence,
if Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H is annealed, this should not cause much of the Ga to leave 
the sample and may help in chemically incorporating the Ga into the silicon nitride 
matrix. The role of the Si in the implanted material may also prove to be useful as Si 
is commonly used as a n-type dopant in GaN.
Section 1.4 Why Amorphous Gallium Nitride?
There are several reasons why it would be favourable to forai a GaN based compound 
in the amorphous form. Fir stly, because the k conservation rule is relaxed, amorphous 
materials may function as a pseudo direct band gap material. Another major
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advantage is the ability to deposit amorphous materials on large areas for flat panel 
display applications over a variety of substrates.
Cun ently, indium tin oxide (ITO) is the major commercially available transparent 
conductor. But, there aie a number of problems associated with using this material. 
As ITO is not stable at temperatures above 300°C to 350°C, it presents a fundamental 
obstacle to device fabrication processes. Another important problem is that ITO is 
etched in a plasma. Hence, deposition of amoiphous materials using PECVD, would 
result in the plasma having adverse effects on amorphous structures (e.g. p-i-n LEDs). 
Other problems associated with ITO include migration of indium and hence 
contamination, no corrosion resistance and non-adhesion to substrates. An initial 
motivation for this work was the possibility of forming some sort of Ga/GaN phase 
which would both be transparent and conductive. GaN is a semiconductor and has a 
bandgap of 3.4 eV. Sato et al. [11] deposited GaN with a resistivity of about 2 x 10'^  
fl-cm and a transmittance of 80%. However, these values are not as good as that of 
indium tin oxide (ITO) which has a resistivity of 7 x 10'^  fi-cm  and a tiansmittance 
of up to 95%. Unfortunately, as we will see, the material developed here is not folly 
optically chai acterised and this goal is yet to be realised.
Crystalline GaN with its energy gap of 3.4 eV has recently risen to prominence due to 
its high efficiency emission at short wavelengths, despite a large density of defects in 
the material. Pankove et al. [1 2 ] reported the first GaN blue light emitting diodes 
(LEDs), while in 1994, Nakamura et al. [13] demonstrated the first InGaN based 
multi-quantum well blue laser diode. Blue LEDs based on GaN complete the set of
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primary colour diodes available commercially. This enables full colour displays with 
high reliability, low power consumption and high speed. However, amorphous 
materials also have some drawbacks in then use in LEDs. The high density of states 
in the mobility gap aids non-radiative recombination that reduces the luminescence 
efficiency. In addition, the brightness achieved by GaN LEDs so far is still too low 
for commercial applications.
Gallium nitride in its crystalline form has proven itself to be advantageous in other 
fields as well. The intrinsic caiTier concentration of GaN reaches 10^  ^cm'  ^ at 1300°C 
(compared to Si and GaAs at 300°C and 500°C respectively), which means that less 
cooling is required for power devices. The apphcation of GaN in power electronics 
has been discussed by Chow and Tyagi [14].
Amorphous SiNxiH has been selected as a tai'get material because by vaiying the 
deposition parameters, one can easily control the microstructure via the N/Si ratio in 
the film. The deposition of thin films using plasma enhanced chemical vapour 
deposition (PECVD) is also advantageous because of its easy manufacturability and 
low cost. With ion implantation, a precise dose of impurities can be introduced into 
the target with good uniformity and control. Both techniques have the advantage of 
low temperature operation and are widely accepted by industiy.
Section 1.5 The formation of Amorphous Gallium Nitride
To attempt to synthesise GaN, it is important to understand how its constituents react. 
It is difficult to obtain a reaction between gallium metal and nitrogen. Gallium
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trichloride ammine decomposes at temperatures greater than 430°C to form GaN. In 
addition, heating GaAs or GaP in a stream of ammonia at 700°C and 900°C 
respectively results in the formation of GaN [15]. These reactions are quantitative 
and take approximately 2 hours and end at ~ 1000°C. However, Ga reacts with 
ammonia at 100°C to form gallium amide and nitride according to the equations 
below [16]:
Ga + 3NH] = Ga(NH2 )3  + 3/2 Hz Equation 1.10
Ga + NH3 = GaN + 3/2 Hz Equation 1.11
Some properties of GaN have been summarised from various sources:
Property Value
Heat of formation - 24.9 ± 0.9 kcal/mole
Dissociation Energy 72 to 121 kcal-mole
Enthalpy -130 kcal/mole
Heat of vaporisation 62 + 5 kcal/mole
Resistivity 1 0  to 1 0 0  O-cm
Density 6 . 1  g/cm^
Melting point (by extrapolation) ~1500°C
Table 1.2 Properties of GaN.
The aim of this study is to synthesise the amorphous phase of GaN using a 
combination of two techniques: PECVD and ion implantation. The idea is to deposit 
a-SiNx:H targets, which is best done in a controlled manner by PECVD and then 
implant these targets with Ga. It will be shown that in the N-rich a-SiNx:H 
compounds, there is the possibility that the implanted Ga may bond with the N in the 
SiNx:H to form GaN phases. It is the highly non-equilibrium conditions that exist 
during ion implantation, along with the high stresses within the target that allows this 
to take place. Hence, the optimisation of a-SiNx:H was oriented to the purpose of 
using the fihns as a target material. Though the formation of GaN may not seem
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thermodynamically feasible at first, it must be noted that non-stoichiometric 
amorphous SiNxiH is not theimodynamically stable, so the possibility that Si-N bonds 
may break to form Ga-N bonds exists. Further processing like annealing may then 
be used to diffuse the gallium further into the target and rid the layer of hydrogen or 
other contaminants.
To determine the optimum tai'get for the synthesis of a-GaN, a detailed study of 
a-SiNx:H was carried out (chapter 4) and a review of the literature for this purpose is 
in chapter 2 . For the implantation of gallium, gallium tribromide (GaBrg) was 
considered as a source material as its boiling point is only 27°C, compared to that of 
gallium metal (2205° C). However, because it is very hygroscopic, it was difficult to 
handle and hence, gallium metal was used as the ion source. It is a diatomic molecule 
(Gaz) and a soft, silvery metal when pure. Though it may exist as singly and double 
char ged ions (Ga^ and Ga^^), the stable charge state is +3.
Section 1.6 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition
Plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition is a modification of CVD wherein the 
RF power provides the energy for chemical reactions to take place. The electron 
temperature in the plasma is about two orders of magnitude greater than the ambient 
temperature of the gas molecules, thus causing some bonds to break. Hence, heating 
to very high temperatures is not needed for molecules to be chemically active. Glow 
discharge or low pressure plasmas have typical electron densities in the range 1 0  ^ to 
10^  ^cm'  ^ and electron energies of 1 to 10 eV [17]. Some advantages of PECVD are 
[18]:
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• Gaseous sources available in extremely pur e fonn.
• Manufacturability.
• Low temperature operation (< 400°C).
• Flexibility with respect to control of deposition parameters.
• Good uniformity and step coverage.
Because the RF power is coupled to the plasma externally (either by an electric or 
magnetic field), there is no danger of electrode contamination. The PECVD apparatus 
is similar- to that used for reactive ion etching (RIE) and so can be used for plasma 
etching and photoresist stripping, if the bottom electrode is di iven instead of the top 
electrode. Kera and Rosier [19] have tabulated a comparison of SisN4 prepared by 
high temperature CVD (HTCVD) and hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride 
prepaied by PECVD. The compaiison shows that though PECVD a-SiNx:H has lower 
breakdown voltage and resistivity, it has variable composition, which is of key 
importance to the work in this study. PECVD allows a wide variety of compositions 
to be deposited due to the large number of variables such as gas composition, gas 
flow, chamber pressure, substrate temperature and power coupled to the plasma that 
can be vaiied in a controlled manner.
Initially, systems were designed so that the RF power was inductively coupled to the 
plasma and the reaction chambers were tubulai* quartz structures [5, 20, 21, 22, 23]. 
This design resulted in the variation of field density in the reactor leading to non- 
uniform deposition and poor step coverage. In 1973, Reinberg patented his radial 
flow reactor [24], shown in figure 1.2, which used capacitively coupled geometries. 
The gases entered the sides of a circular reactor that had a RF driven top cathode and
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grounded bottom platen. This design accelerated research into PECVD deposited 
a~SiNx:Hy. Rosier et al. [17] and Sinha et al. [25] improved on the design further and 
allowed the use of higher RF powers without premature reaction of the gases.
{ ' - 4  R F generator
source
vacuum
Figure 1.2 PECVD reactor (after Reinberg [24]).
To deposit a-SiNx:H, typically silane (SiHU) is used as the silicon source and N2 or 
NH3 the source for nitrogen. Pure N2 gas can be easily obtained/handled and seems 
the logical source for nitrogen in a-SiNx:H, especially since it is difficult to remove 
water and alkali ions fi'om NH3 . However, the direct nitridation of Si has proved to be 
a slow process due to the high ionisation energy required by the N2 molecule. Hence, 
at a fixed power, a higher Fee radical N concentration in the gas phase is obtained 
fi'omNH3 . The ionisation energies are given in Table 1.3 [26]. In addition, Sinha et 
al. [25] found that substituting'NH3 with N2 reduced the crack resistance drastically.
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They also discuss further effects o f the addition of N2 to the prefeiTed gas mixture 
(SiH4 + NH3).
Parent molecule NH3 Nz
Ion NHs"^ NHi"^ NET N2^ N^
Ionisation energy (eV) 10.5 15.8 19.5 15.6 24.3
Table 1.3 Ionisation energies of NH3  and N2  ions and their radicals.
Under the influence of an applied electric field, SiH4 can dissociate to form SiH, SiHz 
and SiH3 and NH3 to N, NH and NH2 . Thus, possibilities exist for the formation of 
Si-N, Si=N or Si=N besides the bonds with hydrogen (N-H, Si-H). Some of the 
various reactive species include energetic electrons, ground state and excited atoms, 
molecules, ions and free radicals. The following equations ar e representative of the 
chemistry of the glow discharge [26] but are very simplistic and reactions involving 
more than two molecules are possible.
SiH4 + N->a-SiNx+2H2 
SiH4 + N H 2 ->  a-SiN x +  3H2 >SiHs + N 2 ^  a-SiNx + NH3 Equations 1.8
SiHa + NH2 -> a-SiNx + 5/2 H2 
The steps in a CVD process can be diagrammatically represented as in figure 1.3 [27].
reactor wall -----
input output
gases ■ gas phase reactions
difiusion surface migration
Ÿ surface reactions
adsorption —^  nucléation
t
difiusion
t
■ desorption
substrate
Figure 1.3 Steps in a CVD process. ‘
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Complex relationships involving the quantities of gas, the RF power and the substrate 
temperature determine important properties such as stoichiometry, hydrogen content 
and impurity concentration. Because of the complexities of these reactions and the 
need to understand them further, various experiments have been conducted and 
published on the effect of deposition parameters on film properties (see chapters 2  and 
4 and references therein).
Section 1.7 Ion beam modification of thin films
Ion beams can be used to modify thin films in a precise controlled manner. Ion beam 
synthesis (IBS) of buried and surface layers and doping of semiconductors can be 
achieved with a high degree of accuracy. The technique used in this study is high 
dose, low energy implantation, followed by (not necessarily) low temperature 
annealing. The targets used here were plasma chemical vapour deposited a-SiNx:Hy 
and the ion beam was Ga .^
When Ga^ ions enter the tai'get a-SiNx:Hy, since gallium is heavier than the tai'get 
constituent atoms (Si, N and H), nucleai' (elastic) collisions will be the dominant 
stopping process rather than electronic (inelastic) scattering. The final resting 
position of the implanted ion is dependent on the energy it was accelerated to, and, the 
mass and atomic number of the Ga^ ions as well as the target (a-SiNx:Hy) atoms. The 
energy deposited in the target is used to break bonds and the dose of the implanted Ga 
should be higher than the solid solubility limit.
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In amoiphous tai'gets, the implant profile is approximately Gaussian. The projected 
range Rp is the depth at which the peak concentration occurs and ARp is the standard 
deviation of the range.
N{x) = y— — exp- (x -  Rp) V2ARp Equation 1.9
where N(x) is the concentration at depth x and No is the dose of the implanted ions 
(per unit area). There are various computer simulation codes like TRIM (transport of 
ions in matter) and SUSPRE (Sun*ey university sputter profile resolution) described in 
chapter 3, section 3.3, that calculate the first four moments of the profile: Rp, ARp, 
skewness (P) and kurtosis (y). According to Mantl [28], the standard simulation 
progiammes are not suitable because high dose effects have to be considered such as:
• Continuous change of the chemical composition of the target.
® Surface erosion due to sputtering.
• Redistribution of the implant profile for superstoichiometric doses due to 
compound formation.
Two modifications of TRIM to incorporate the above have been done by 
Radermacher et al. [29] and Van Ommen et al. [30]. PDYN [31], which is available 
at the University of Suivey has been used in this study and takes into account the first 
three points fr om the above list.
Low energy ion implantation has been used here in this study to synthesise surface 
layers of GaN within the a-SiNx'.H matrix. Traditional IBS and mesotaxy requires the 
use of high temperature ion implantation as well as high temperature annealing to 
preserve the crystallinity of the substrates. However, in this case, the staiting material 
is amoiphous and the synthesised GaN is intended to be amorphous. Hence, room 
temperature ion implantation followed by relatively low temperature annealing has
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been used. High gallium implant doses have to be used so that there is sufficient 
implanted gallium in the target to initiate GaN foimation. High doses may also result 
in the amalgamation of the precipitates to foim a homogeneous synthesised layer.
Section 1.8 Summary
This chapter explains the aims of this thesis and introduces the physics of amorphous 
materials along with the modification of a-SiNx:H surfaces by Ga implantation. The 
uses of SiN (Section 1.3 ) and GaN (Section 1.4 ) and the possibility of GaN 
formation are examined (Section 1.5 ). Both PECVD and ion implantation can 
provide low manufacturing costs at high volume production. These methods have 
been described in this chapter (Section 1 . 6  and Section 1.7 respectively). In this 
thesis, the properties of a-GaN:Si with the benefits of amorphous layers, using a novel 
method of synthesis have been demonstrated.
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Chapter 2 Literature review of amorphous silicon nitride and
gallium nitride
Section 2.1 Introduction
The nature of this research has meant that the properties of both a-SiNx'.H and GaN 
have to be reviewed. Firstly, a study of amoiphous silicon nitride was canied out in 
section 2.2, which examines its deposition process, which leads to the properties that 
can be controlled. This work is essential for the development of the target material as 
well as allows a comparison of the properties obtained.
Amoiphous silicon nitride has been researched for over 30 years, whereas, a-GaN has 
been almost forgotten since its first appearance in 1978. However, the crystalline 
fonn of GaN has been attracting interest since the eaidy 1990s rising from the 
successful fabrication of blue LEDs from the GaN/InGaN system. Section 2.3 
examines the complete (but short) history of a-GaN and selected properties of c-GaN. 
This review allows comparisons to be made with the literature and targets to be set.
Section 2.2 Hydrogenated amorphous Silicon Nitride
2.2.1 Param eters affecting properties of reactively plasma-deposited a-SINx:H 
Over the last thi'ee decades, an extensive study of plasma deposition of a-SiNx:H film.s 
has been conducted. Film properties aie affected by directly controlled process 
variables such as: ,
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• Concentration of each reactant and total gas flow
• pressure of the dischai ge during deposition
• Substrate temperature
• RF power coupled to the plasma 
Other less easily accessible vaiiables aie:
• Frequency of discharge and interaction
• Electrode sepai'ation
Thus, the stoichiometi-y and other properties of the films can be altered by varying the 
above deposition parameters. The properties of stoichiometric amorphous silicon 
nitride (a-Si3N4) have been summarised by Sze [1] and included in Table 2.1 as a 
reference for comparison with the non-stoichiometric films. Table 2.2 summarises 
the properties considered in this section and the experimental methods that can be 
used to deteimine them.
Property Value
Density (g/cm"*) 3.1
Refi'active index 2.05
Dielectric constant 7.5
Dielectric strength (V/cm) 10'
Infrai'ed absoiption band (cm'^) 833 to 870
Energy gap (eV) -5.0
DC resistivity (fl-cm) 
at 25°C 
at 500°C
-10'" 
- 2 x  10^ ^
Etch rate in buffered HF (Â/min) 5 to 10
Table 2.1 Properties of a-Sl3 N4 .
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Property Experimental Methods Ref.
Thickness Talystep [2 ]Ellipsometry [3]Interferometry [ 2 1
Film structuie Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [41
Refractive index Ellipsometry [31
Composition and density Rutherford backscattering [5,6,7]
spectrometry (RBS) [8 ]Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) 
Electron probe microanalysis [9]
Hydrogen content Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) [ 2 1
Stress Radius of cuiwature method [ 1 0 1
Dielectric constant Capacitance-voltage (C-V) analysis [ 1 1 1Flatband capacitance, Flatband 
sui'face charge
C-V analysis [8 , 1 1 ]
Table 2.2 Summary of properties of a-SiN%:H that can be controlled and methods used 
to determine them.
2,2.2 Properties of a-SINxiH
a-SiNx:H can be deposited using PECVD, which affords flexibility in the control of 
deposition paiameters leading to accurate control of several film properties. This 
section contains a summary of the properties relevant to this study as described in the 
literature, viz.:
1) Growth rate
2) Composition
3) Stress
4) Density
5) Refractive index
6) Dielectric constant
7) Energy gap
8) Breakdown field strength
9) CV measurements
10) CuiTent transport
11) Infrared spectra
1) Growth rate
The deposition rate of PECVD a-SiNx:H, gradually increases with increasing silane
concentration [2, 4, 12, 11, 13], gas flow [4] and power [4, 14] until ~ 200 Â/min.
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However, the work of Rosier et al [14] and Sinha et al. [4] show a sharp contrast in 
the change of growth rate with pressui e. Rosier et al. [14] used a design where the 
gases entered centrally and whereas in Sinha et al.’s design [4], the gases entered from 
the sides. In addition, the former used SfflU, NH3 and N2 gases while the latter used 
SfflU, NH3 and Ar. This illustrates the importance of reactor design and the 
differences between NH3 and N%.
2 ) Composition
Meyer and Scherber [5] performed RBS on their samples and observed an increasing 
Si/N ratio with increasing SfflU concentration. This is described by the empirical 
formula N/Si = 1.06 - 0.143 In x, where x is the SiHt concentration in percentage. 
Sinha et al. [4] found a lineai'ly increasing Si/N ratio with an increasing SilL/NHs 
ratio as well as increasing total gas flow. They also found that the Si/N ratio 
exhibited a shallow minimum at ~250°C of 0.9. Also, the Si/N ratio decreased with 
increasing RF power but flattened out at RF powers greater than 300 W.
In hydrogenated amoiphous silicon nitride (a-SiNx:Hy), x and y are fractional amounts 
of N and H with respect to Si. Demichelis et al. [2] found that the N content in 
a-SiNx:Hy increases lineaiiy till NH3 = 80%, which gives rise to x = 1 and then very 
steeply till NH3 ~ 97.3% to well beyond stoichiometric value (x = 1.33). The H 
content increases up to y » 1 at NH3 » 80% and then drops to y » 0.75.
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3) Stress
Sinha [15] reported low compressive stresses in a-SiNx:H in the range 0.1 to 0.2 GPa. 
Sinha et al. [4], however, show that stress is mainly tensile. It maximises with 
increasing silane flow and then decreases once more. Stress decreases with increasing 
gas flow rate, which they speculate, is caused by purer films deposited at that flow. 
Change in pressure does not seem to affect stress levels significantly. They also 
found that films deposited at 200°C had a high tensile stress of 0.7 GPa. Films 
deposited at higher substrate temperatures exhibited a shallow minimum at 250®C of 
0.4 GPa. The dependence of stress on power shows two regimes. Above 275 W it is 
compressive and below this power it is low and tensile. All films deposited in this 
study show compressive stress.
4) Density
Sinha [15] quoted the range of densities in his films to be about 2.8 to 2.9 g/cm^. 
Meyer and Scherber [5] found that silane concentration hardly affected densit)' in 
their films, which was about 2.5 g/cm^ ± 10%, while according to Sinha et al. [1], 
density showed a broad peak fi*om -  1.5 to 1.8% silane flow. Demichelis et al. [2] 
report that with increasing NH3 concentration ( 0  to 1 0 0 %), density changes firom 2 . 7  
to 1.5 g/cm^. Variations in density with gas flow, pressure, substrate temperature and 
RF power are discussed by Sinha et al. [4].
5) Index of refiuction
According to Demichelis et al. [2], refractive index (n) decreases steeply with 
increasing NH3 concentration frrora about 3.0 to 1.8 and then saturates at about 1.7. 
Bustarret et al. [16] also show that N content in amorphous silicon nitride has a
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marked effect on refractive index. Sinha et al, [4] showed that an increase in the SiH# 
concentration increases the S i/N  ratio in the deposited film which also linearly 
increases the refractive index. Gereth and Scherber [13] came to a similar conclusion 
using SilL and Nz as the entrant gases. It has been observed that the SLH4/NH3 ratio 
must be kept relatively low to achieve a refractive index in the range 2.0 to 2.1.
Sinha and Lugujjo [17] have correlated data on refractive index n, composition and 
density p as shown in Figure 2.1, using the Lorentz-Lorenz equation
M  Ajt Aa„
-]r 2 p  3 Equation 2.1
where ae is the average electronic polarisability of Si-N, Go the dielectric constant of 
space, A is Avogadro’s number and M is molecular weight. The information is useful 
for correlating n with p for various Si/N ratios in the films which is related to the Si/N 
ratios of the gases used for deposition. It also yields polaiisabilities of Si (asi) and N 
( ccn) .
1.42.6 1.0
0.92.4
1.36 p.ôXS
- 2.0
■0.75
I I 76
CVO FILMS
PRESENT RPO F I L M S ^
2 .2  2 ,4  2L6 2.1
DENS ITT ( g  ClTf3)
2.0 3.2
Figure 2.1 Lorentz-Lorenz correlation for reactively plasma-deposited Si-N films (after 
Sinha and Lugujjo [17]).
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6 ) Dielectric constant
Swann et al. [12] observed an increasing value of dielectric constant s with increasing 
silane concentration. They atti'ibute this to the escalating amount of free and 
chemically bonded Si in the film. Their proof comes fr om high silane concentrations 
where the dielectric constant di'aws closer to that of Si. They ascribe the valuation in s 
with film thickness to stress.
Kuwano [18] established that 8  calculated from the maximum capacitance value of the 
C-V curves changes from 4 to 7 with increasing SilL concentration. Varying the 
substrate temperature fr om ambient to 500°C was shown to cause an 8  variation from 
5 to 8  [11].
7) Energy gap
Demichelis et al. [22] defined two optical gap values, the B04 gap, the energy at which 
the absoiption coefficient a  is 1 0 '^  cm‘^  and the Tauc gap Et, the intercept found by 
fitting the equation: (aE)^^  ^= B(E-Et).
The optical gap of then films increases linearly until NH3 = 80% and steeply after 
that. The trend is similai" to other published work [19, 2 0 ], except for higher values in 
the 20 to 80% NH3 range. They attribute this to differences in evaluation techniques 
and N  and H  incoiporation in the deposition systems. A plausible suggestion from 
Robertson [21] is that in a-S iNxiH y, for x < 1, the optical gap is determined by Si-Si 
and Si-H bonds. However, for x > 1 as the Si-N clusters become more prominent in 
the a-Si network, Si-N bonds and NHn groups determine the optical gap. A study of
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hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated films by Davis et al. [22] shows that hydiogen 
passivates dangling bonds at the valence band edge causing the optical gap to increase 
just as in a-Si. However, as x increases, the replacement of Si 3p states by N 2p lone- 
pair states in the valence band creates an equal number of Si-N and Si-Si bonds at x » 
0.7. After this value of x, there is not much difference in the bandgaps of 
hydiogenated and non-hydrogenated a-SiNx:H, as Si-H bonds do not seem to affect 
the bandgap much.
Robertson [23] has combined the work of vaiious researchers and has proposed that 
the variation in bandgap E with N/Si ratio y can be fitted empirically as:
E = E{Si) + ay + 0.75y( 5^.3 -  E{Si) ~ y j  exp b[y -  - j (eV) Equation 2.2
where E(Si) is the bandgap of a-Si:H (depends on its H content), a = 0.8 and b » 4. If 
y > 4/3, E = 5.3 eV. This is in agieement with the results obtained in this study.
8) Breakdown field strength
Gereth and Scherber [13] carried out experiments that showed a breakdown field 
strength of 10^  V/cm which remained fairly constant till a SiH4/N2 ratio of 2 x 10'  ^
above which the Si-rich film causes it to degrade. Raising the substrate temperature 
to 400°C from ambient showed a marked increase in the breakdown field strength. 
Swann et al. [12] found that breakdown field strength deteriorated from 6x10^ V/cm 
to 10^  V/cm with increasing silane concenti ation (9 to 50%) and thus the Si content in 
the films. Sinha [24] reported a range of 0.8 to 8 x 10^  V/cm for dielectric strength.
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9) Capacitance-Vo Itage measurements
Metal nitride semiconductor (MNS) structures have been formed by depositing 
a-SiNxiH on Si and then evaporating metal electrodes on the free nitride surface 
(usually Al, Cr or Au). From the Capacitance-Voltage (C-Vj measurements, the 
flatband surface chai'ge density (N Fb) and flatband voltage shift (V Fb) can be deduced.
The flatband voltage shift is a measure of the electrical chaige contained in the entire 
system.
Random changes in the flatband surface charge from 7 to 14 x 10^  ^ cm'  ^ were 
reported by Kuwano [11] with change in silane concentration. Gereth and Scherber 
[13] show that temperatures of 300 to 400°C minimise the flatband voltage shift.
They also claim that variation of SiH4/N2 does not affect the flatband voltage, which 
stands in contrast to the studies of Yasui et al. [8] which show that the flatband 
voltage decreases with increasing N content.
Swann et al. [12] measured the change in flatband surface chaige density with silane 
concentration. They found that concentrations > 20% tended to lower the surface 
charge density fi*om 5 x 10^  ^ cm'^ to 10^  ^ cm' .^ It remained at ~ 8 x 10^  ^ cm'  ^ at 
concentrations < 10%. From the dependence of flatband voltage shift and flatband 
surface charge on film thickness, Yasui et al. [8] deduced that fixed charges are 
mainly distributed within 100 nm from the Si/SiN interface. This was confirmed by ^ 
measuring the distribution of oxygen atoms by electron probe microanalysis.
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10) CuiTent transport
There ai e several papers published that discuss the electrical and optical properties of 
a-SiNx:H where it acts as a wide bandgap semiconductor rather than an insulator [19, 
20, 25]. Brown et al. [26] have appropriately described amorphous silicon nitride as 
“a leaky insulator with traps”.
Sinha [27] shows that the dominant conduction mode is via extended states that are 
populated by Poole-Frenkel emission for Si-SiN structures. Shannon et al. [28] show 
that transport in MNM stmctures is determined by thermionic field emission of 
electrons thi'ough potential barriers at each interface. They [29] also argue that Poole- 
Frenkel conduction in Si-SiN structures occurs, but only after current stressing creates 
suitable defect states. This is because of the differences in metal and semiconductor 
contacts.
11) Infrared Spectra
The Fourier Transform Infr ared (FTIR) technique described in chapter 3, section 3.10, 
has been applied to amorphous silicon nitride. The INSPBC EMIS data-review [30] 
make the following peak assignments based on references therein:
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Peak position (cm"^) Assignment
3400 N-H2 stretching
3350 N-H sti'etching
3280 N-H2 symmetric stretching
2000 to 2100 Si-H stretching
1550 N-H2 bending
1200 N-H bending
920 Si-N asymmetric stretching
840 N-Sia asymmetric stretching
650 Si-H wagging
495 in plane Si breathing
482 N-Sis symmetric stretching
Table 2.3 Assignments of IR absorption pealcs. 
Section 2.3 Galiium Nitride
2.3.1 Introduction
This section examines the microstructure of GaN, how the Ga and N bond to each 
other and the dopants commonly used to get n and p-type GaN. The history of 
amoiphous gallium nitride (a-GaN) is short (see section 2.3.2). Hence, the properties 
of c-GaN that may be similai' to that of the amoiphous phase have been reviewed, 
mainly the opto-electronic propeities (section 2.3.3). The detailed chemistiy of GaN 
will not be discussed nor will the chemistry of the a-SiN^iH + Ga^ tr ansition be 
examined. This is a complex problem, principally because of the difficulties in 
describing the amorphous taiget material and non-equilibrium processes involved in 
ion implantation.
2.3.2 History of amorphous GaN
Hariu et al. [31] fiist reported the deposition of a-GaN by reactive sputtering of Ga in 
a nitrogen ambient in 1978. The aim of the project was to fabricate a good quality 
passivation layer for GaAs. They fabricated metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structuies
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using Al electrodes and determined that Poole-Frenkel emission was responsible for 
conduction through the film. The optical gap of the films increased from ~ 3.1 to — 
3.3 eV as the nitrogen pressure in the reactor was vaiied fiom 8  x 10“^  T to 2.3 x 1 0 '^  
T. Low nitrogen pressures were also responsible for excess Ga in their films.
Almost two decades later in 1996, a Japanese research gioup led by Nonomura et al. 
[32] used the same technique to deposit a-GaN and pc-GaN. Again, gallium metal 
was used as the source material but N2 and NH3 mixed with Ar gas were used for 
reactive sputtering. They found that when using N2 , the input RF power affected the 
crystallinity of the GaN giving a-GaN at 80 W and pc-GaN over -  100 W. However, 
using NH3 instead of N2 resulted in pc-GaN even at 80 W. They reported dark 
conductivities of ~ 1 0 "^  ^ S/cm for a-GaN and -  10'^  S/cm for pc-GaN. 
Photoconductivity at an illumination of 1 0 0  mW for a-GaN was 6  x 10"^  S/cm. The 
optical gap Eos (photon energy at a  = 5000 cnT )^ was 3.95 and 2.96 eV for a-GaN and 
pc-GaN, respectively. Electron spin resonance (ESR) and photothermal deflection 
spectroscopy (PDS) measurements indicated a relatively low density of localised 
states. The same group fabricated an a-GaN TFT in 1997 [33] and achieved a drain 
cun-ent of 10'^  A and a mobility of 10*'* cnf/Vs. Annealing the a-GaN film at 800°C 
for one hour improved these to 1 0 '^  A and 1 0  cnf/Vs respectively, with a slightly 
increased leakage cuiTent.
Nanocrystalline GaN (nc-GaN) was then deposited and used to fabricate a depletion 
type field effect transistor (FET) [34]. The threshold voltage (V th)» field effect 
mobility (p) and the ratio of the on cunent to the off cuiTent were -0.4 V, 6  x 10*^
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cm^A/s and 3000 respectively. The PL spectra of their nc-GaN showed two broad 
peaks at 2.8 and 2.4 eV. The former peak disappeared after annealing at 400°C and 
600°C and recovered at 800°C. It was concluded that midgap localised states were 
increased by annealing at 400 to 600°C, which acted as non-radiative recombination 
centres. The Eq4 optical gap was measured to be -  3.2 eV.
Liu et al [35] implanted 180 keV Ca^ and Ar^ ions into c-GaN in an attempt to dope it 
p-type. They found that doses of Ca^ > 3 x lO*'* cm'^ resulted in amorphous 
components within the c-GaN lattice. However, higher doses were needed to 
compensate for the intrinsic n-type nature of c-GaN. Accumulation of amorphous 
clusters resulted in the collapse of the GaN ciystal. This poses a fimdamental 
problem to the p doping of c-GaN using ion implantation. Liu et al. [36] have 
discussed the mechanism of the amorphisation and found that it originates at the 
projected range of the implant.
Stumm and Drabold [37] recently published two stmctural models of a-GaN ftom 
approximate ab initio moleculai* dynamics calculations. Theft studies showed a lai'ge 
optical gap, fi'ee of localised states and indicated that this material has promise as an 
electronic semiconductor. They constructed two 64 atom models; one with the 
wurtzite c-GaN experimental density called model A and model B with 82% of the 
experimental density. Model B showed more thi*ee-fold co-ordinated atoms. Both 
models showed no homopolar bonds or odd membered rings, which indicated strong 
ionicity. Their estimate for the bandgap is ~ 2.8 eV for both models, indicating that it 
is independent of density. Their analysis shows highly localised band tail states with
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the valence tail states mainly localised on N sites and conduction valence tail states 
mainly localised on Ga sites. However, model B shows much lower band tail state 
localisation suggesting a higher mobility.
2.3.3 Optical properties of c-GaN
Crystalline GaN is usually deposited using metal organic vapour phase epitaxy 
(MOVPE) or molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). Reviews of growth techniques can be 
found in the literature [38, 39]. The properties discussed here will be that of the more 
common wurtzite structure rather than the zincblende structure, unless specific 
references are made to the zincblende structure.
The real part of the refractive index h varies from about 2.1 to 2.4 in the spectral 
range 800 to 2000 nm [40]. The imaginary part is negligible in this wavelength and 
has been ignored in most pubKshed works. Amano et al. [41] have used spectroscopic 
ellipsometry to determine the real part of the refractive index and absorption co­
efficient in the wavelength range 250 to 600 nm as shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 
respectively.
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Figure 2.2 Variation of the real part of the refractive index of GaN with wavelength 
(from Amano et al. [41]).
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To measure absorption co-efficient near the bandgap using optical transmission, films 
with thicknesses in the range 0.1 to 1 pm are required. Amano et al. [41] evaluated 
epitaxially grown layers and observe a laiee in the absorption co-efficient around the 
excitonic edge. This indicates a broad excitonic peak. Absorption co-efficient varies 
in the literature between 7x10"^ [42] to 3 x 10  ^[46] at 3.42 eV and room temperature. 
Cingolani et al. [43] have suggested that this discrepancy could be due to electronic 
screening of the excitons due to their high density (10^* cm‘^ ) which broadens the 
absorption edge.
The absorption co-efficient can also be derived from the imaginary part of the 
refractive index (k), when the complex refractive index fi = n + ik is measured using 
spectroscopic ellipsometry. Values obtained for absorption co-efficient at the 
excitonic pealc are 2.2 x 10  ^cm'^ at room temperature [44].
Room temp.
350 Wavelength (nm)
Figure 2.3 Variation of the absorption co efficient of GaN with wavelength (from 
Amano et al. [41]).
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The bandgap of wurtzite GaN, in the intrinsic undoped form is ~ 3.4 eV [45, 46, 47] 
and -  3.2 eV for the zincblende form [47, 48]. The presence of a direct bandgap in 
GaN is illustrated by the fact that the square of the absorption co-efficient is a linear 
function of the photon energy for energies higher than the bandgap [46]. For a good 
description of the opto-electronic properties of GaN, see Pearton [49].
The active phonons observed in IR spectra of the wurtzite form of c-GaN at room 
temperature are summaiised in Table 2.4. These are of particular interest for the 
FTIR studies in chapter 5.
Symmetry Frequency (cm’^ ) Reference
Ai(LO) 735 to 744 [54, 55, 56]
Ai(TO) 533 to 540 [54, 55, 57]
Ei(TO) 560 to 565 [54, 55, 57]
Ei(LO) 741 to 746 [54, 55]
Table 2.4 Infrared phonons in GaN as observed by various authors.
The Ai(LO) mode is reported to be at 744 cm’^  by Barker et al. [50], 738 cm'  ^ by 
Sobotta et al [51] and 770 cm'  ^ by Manchon et al. [52]. Giehler et al. [53] observe 
the Ai(LO) at 735 cm'  ^ with a FWHM of 14 cm"\ However, they indicate that the 
width is greater than the difference between the Ai(LO) and Ei(LO) modes. Manchon 
et al. [52, 57] find large uncertainties in their LO mode of ± 70 cm'\
There is fairly good agreement (within 8 cm'^) between vaiious authors on the TO 
modes [50, 51, 52]. Giehler et al. [53] report that the wurtzite form is mainly 
deteimined by the Ei (TO) phonon at 558 cm'\ Meyer et al. [54] observe a transition 
at 215 cm'  ^ which they attribute to a ls-2p electronic transition of residual shallow
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donors. Gotz et al. [55] observe a Mg-H vibrational mode at 3122 cm’* in Mg doped 
GaN.
2.3.4 Electronic properties of GaN
Pearton et al. [56] have reported n and p-doped GaN using ion implanted and 
Mg^/P^, respectively. For a long time reseai'chers have been unable to produce p- 
doped GaN, This proved to be a major obstacle in the production of p-i-n structures 
(LEDs and lasers). In 1989, Amano et al. [57] made a breakthrough by growing Mg- 
doped GaN with MOCVD and then using post low energy electron beam irradiation 
to obtain low resistivity. However, this has not been reproducible by other groups and 
in 1992, Nakamura et al. [58] succeeded in getting resistivities of -  2 to 8 Q-cm by 
thermal annealing the doped GaN films in a nitrogen ambient to temperatures above 
700°C.
Best reported values for mobility and carrier concentration of n-type GaN are 900 
cm^/V-s and 3 x 10*® cm’^  respectively, at room temperature [59]. Values of mobility 
for n-type GaN from numerous sources at various free electron concentrations have 
been compiled by Gaskill et al. [60] and are shown in Figure 2.4. The conclusions 
they have drawn are that the data from different research groups fall into a similar 
pattern and show no signs of levelling even at low electron concentrations. Also, 
values of mobility from MBE as well as MOVPE deposited films show similar trends 
which indicate that electron transport is indeed characteristic of the material and not 
dependent on the method of preparation. It was also noted that in the electron
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concentration region of 10*^  to 10*^  cm"^ , the data for doped and undoped samples 
overlap, indicating similai* proportions of compensation in the material.
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Figure 2.4 Variation of the mobility of n-GaN with carrier concentration (from Gaskill 
et al. [601). The open symbols are from as-grown n-type samples and the closed symbols 
are from samples doped with either Si or Ge.
Section 2.4 Summary
This literature sui*vey has reviewed the propeities of a-SiNx:H and the deposition 
pai ameters that control them. Of prime importance is the ability to vary composition 
by changing the gas flow ratio ofNHs/SiH# as will be shown in chapter 4. The range 
of values that the relevant propeities of a-SiNxiH extend over, have been described 
and will be useful for comparison.
Pankove et al.’s report [61] on the first GaN blue LED and Nakamura’s [62] 
demonstration of the first InGaN based multi quantum well blue laser diode have 
accelerated the research into GaN and devices. Properties of c-GaN have been 
improved with epitaxial methods of deposition. Amorphous GaN has been
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synthesised using reactive sputteiing and its properties reviewed. The first moleculai* 
dynamic calculations of a-GaN have also been performed and this new material is 
stalling to be developed further. Due to the limited literature available on a-GaN, 
some properties of c-GaN have also been examined instead.
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Chapter 3 Experimental Techniques 
Section 3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the deposition, post-deposition treatment, Ga-ion implantation 
and characterisation techniques used on the a-SiN%:H samples deposited on silicon 
wafers and quartz substrates. After preparation of samples, information is obtained on 
the elemental composition and its distribution from RBS (described in Section 3.5 ), 
bonding from XPS (Section 3.6 ) and FTIR (Section 3.7 ), optical properties (Section 
3.8 and Section 3.9 ), stress (Section 3.10 ) and electrical properties (Section 3.11 ). 
Ellipsometry yields values for refractive index and thickness while the dektak can 
give uniformity as well as measure thickness using a stylus profilometer. This chapter 
presents a review of each of the techniques used and a description of the specific 
equipment.
Amorphous SiN%:H samples were deposited under different conditions on substrates 
to form different types of structures. Samples of a-SiNx:Hy were also deposited on 
quartz to facilitate optical absorption studies. Quartz was cleaned with isopropanol 
(IPA) and blow-dried immediately. Films were deposited on high resistivity (60 
Q-cm) Si for infrared absorption spectroscopy. Films on Si (~ 0.015 Q-cm p-Si and 
1.0 Q-cm n-Si) were used for RBS/ERD, XPS and stress measurements. The Si 
wafers were cleaned with acetone, methanol and IP A, rinsed with de-ionised water 
and blow-dried with nitrogen gas. They were always etched with buffered HF, rinsed 
with de-ionised water and blow dried with nitrogen gas immediately before loading 
them into the reactor. Amorphous SiNx:H films were cleaned with IP A before any
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measurements were made. Electrical characterisation was performed on three types 
of substrates. One on conductive p-Si and n-Si substrates with A1 top electrodes to 
create metal-nitride-silicon (MNS) structuies for CV-measurements. The other set of 
samples was deposited on Cr layers with either Cr or A1 top electrodes to create 
MNM sandwich structures for IV measurements.
The a-SiNxiH samples on all the above substrates were implanted with Ga at doses 
between 10^  ^ and 10^  ^ ions/cm^ and energies of 30 to 100 keV to create a surface 
layer as shown in Figure 3.1. The techniques mentioned above were then repeated on 
these samples and the results described in chapter 5.
Ga inmlanted layer —v
-SiNv:H
Figure 3.1 Schematic of gallium implanted into a-SiN^ : H.
Section 3.2 Deposition of amorphous silicon nitride
The principles of PECVD have been described in section 1.6. The reactor used in this 
study was a Plasma Technology DP80 depicted schematically in Figure 3.2. It is a 
parallel plate, capacitively coupled reactor. The top electrode is driven and the 
bottom electrode (platen) is earthed. The power source is an ACG-3 RF supply run at 
11 W at a frequency of 13.56 MHz. The gases from the cylinders are controlled by 
mass flow controllers, premixed and then enter the reaction chamber through a 
shower head below the top cathode. The gases used were 5% silane (SiHt) in
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nitrogen and ammonia (NH3). The plasma pressure in the chamber was controlled by 
a manual valve and measured with a baratron. The chamber and lines are pumped 
using a rotary pump. A 1:1 mixture of water and antifreeze is used as a coolant. 
Nitrogen gas is used to vent the chamber.
MFCs Nitrogen
vent
Impedance
matching
network
RF
supply
Coolant
SubstrateShower
head
Reaction
chamber
Thermocouple—
CoolantHeater
coil
Compressed 
air valve
Rotary pump Manual valve
Figure 3.2 Schematic of DP80 PECVD system.
Section 3.3 Computer simulation codes
Before performing the actual Ga implantation into a-SiN%:H, simulation studies have 
been performed to help predict optimum implant conditions. The distribution of 
implanted ions and the effect of ion bombardment during implantation have been 
calculated using the simulation codes described in this section.
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The transport of ions in matter (TRIM) code, is a result of work done by Biersack and 
Haggmark on algorithms and by Ziegler [1] on stopping theory and is the most widely 
used binary collision code. The interaction potentials are based on a large 
experimental database and the predictions for amorphous targets and low ion implant 
doses are reliable. Errors in the predictions from TRIM occur when the targets are 
crystalline and when low implant energies are used. In the former case, channelling 
effects become significant but as TRIM assumes the target atoms to be present at 
random positions, hence crystalline directionality gets ignored. As the samples in this 
thesis are amorphous, this is not relevant. At low energies, the implanted ions may 
interact with many target atoms simultaneously in which case the results from the 
binary collision simulator are incorrect. Version 97.06 has been used here, which has 
been renamed SRIM (stopping and range of ions in matter).
PDYN [2] is a dynamic Monte Carlo simulation programme used to simulate high 
dose ion implantation and is based on TRIM. It follows only primary projectiles and 
allows for compound formation and target sputtering. The target thickness is 
recalculated each time from the density and stoichiometry and the programme is 
iterated 10 times. From comparison with RBS implant profiles, it has been shown in 
chapter 5 that this simulation programme gives the most accurate representation of the 
implanted range profile.
The analytical approach to ion implantation simulations is to solve the Boltzmann 
transport equation where the energy, energy transfer and depth in the material are 
linked via a differential cross section for energy transfer. The Surrey University
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sputter profile resolution from energy deposition (SUSPRE) programme, version 1.4, 
written by Dr. R P Webb has also been used. It first calculates the implant profile 
range and from this, the energy deposition profile. This profile also yields the damage 
profile from which the sputtering yield and erosion rate are calculated. Because of the 
speed of the calculation and ease of use it affords, it has also been used to predict 
effects of ion implantation in this study.
Section 3.4 ion implantation
The principles of ion implantation have been discussed in Section 1.7. The 500 keV 
implanter at the University of Surrey has been used for the majority of implants. This 
machine was decommissioned in 1998 and the Danfysik OF 1090 was used for the 
last set of Ga implants. A schematic of the 500 keV machine is shown in Figure 3.3. 
The source material was Ga metal that was loaded into a carbon probe into the 
Nielsen type source. A high negative voltage is used to extract the ions, which are 
then focused by an electrostatic Einzel lens. A voltage applied to a chain of resistors 
then provides graded acceleration for the focused ion beam. The current applied to 
the electromagnet determines the mass of the selected ion. The ion beam is then 
passed through the slits, whose width is adjusted to let the required ions through. The 
beam is then scanned electrostatically in the X and Y directions. A DC bias voltage 
applied to the X plates deflects the beam in order to avoid dose error due to neutrals. 
The final beam impinges upon the target and the implanted area is limited by the 
aperture, which was 6.45 cm^. A suppression voltage of -250 V was applied to a plate 
in between the target and aperture to minimise dose error due to secondary electrons.
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The target is tested to check that it is in good electrical contact with the holder, which 
is connected to a current integrator that measures the ion dose.
Manual gate 
valve
Mass analysing 
magnet
Slits Electrostatic deflection and scanning plates
Sample holder 
Ç Target chamber —^
^ Y plates
X plates ^
Graded acceleration tube
Current integrator
Pneumatic gate 
valve
Extraction
Focus
Anode
Filament 
Ga Probem
High voltage stage
Figure 3.3 Schematic of 500 keV ion implanter.
Section 3,5 Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) is a widely used technique wherein a 
beam of energetic particles, normally alpha or He^, are fired at the sample. The 
backscattered particles from the target atoms nuclei are collected and analysed to give 
information about the composition of the sample and the distribution of various
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elements in it. The concepts that form the basis of RBS are discussed in this section 
[3].
3.5.1 Theory 
n  Kinematic factor
When the projectile of mass Mi elastically collides with a target atom of mass M2, the 
energy of the projectile after collision E , is K times the energy before collision Eo, 
where K is the kinematic factor (E  = K * Eo).
^  _  [ m ,  c o s G  +  { M l  ~  M l  sin" ^ Equation 3.1
I A/, + M2 I
where 0  is the scattering angle defined as the angle between the incident and 
backscattered beams. Hence, the kinematic factor leads to the capability of distinction 
between atoms of different masses.
2) Scattering cross section
The probability of the occurrence of an elastic two-body collision between the 
projectile and target atom leads to the concept of the scattering cross section. The 
differential scattering cross section da/dQ is the Coulomb repulsion between the two 
nuclei and is given by Rutherford’s formula:
+  C O S0
2
Equation 3.2
da [ 4 E  J sin" a A
where Zi and are the atomic numbers of the projectile and target atom respectively
and E is the energy of the projectile prior to scattering.
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The number of counts collected by the detector A is given by: A~~SiQNtf where QcKl
is the number of particles that strike the target, N is the volume density of the target 
atoms, t is the target thickness and Q is the detector solid angle» In backscattering 
spectrometry, the solid angle of a detector system is designed to be small and hence it 
is convenient to refer to the average differential scattering cross section a.
= Equation 3.3
The average differential scattering cross section is widely known as just the scattering 
cross section. Therefore A = (crQ) Q (Nt). Hence, the scattering cross section gives 
us the ability to obtain a quantitative analysis of atomic composition.
3) Stopping cross section
As the projectile moves through the target medium, it loses energy through 
interactions with electrons in the target (electronic stopping) and interactions with 
nuclei of the target atoms (nuclear stopping). The energy of a particle at depth x is:
E  =  E q - d E XXEq j
Equation 3.4^dx
This can provide good estimates in the surface region of the target and hence is called 
the surface energy approximation. Thus the final energy of the projectile, which can 
be measmed and the rate of energy loss, lead to the capability of depth perception. 
The values of dE/dx are determined experimentally [1].
The stopping cross section is defined as:
£ -  — —— Equation 3.5N dx
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where N is the target atomic density. In a compound AmBn, according to the linear 
additivity of stopping cross sections (Bragg’s rule), the total energy loss is given 
by: 8 ^  ~ me^ + ne®, where and s® are the stopping cross sections of the atomic 
constituents A and B respectively.
4) Energy, straggling
The statistical fluctuations in the energy loss of an atom, moving through the target 
medium, leads to energy straggling. This uncertainty in the energy of an atom 
reduces the precision of mass and depth analysis.
3.5.2 Equipment
The University of Surrey ion beam analysis system has a set-up for RBS, as shown in 
Figure 3.4. A 2 MeV Van de Graaff accelerator [4] generates a 1.5 MeV "^ He^  beam 
of ~ 20 nA and spot size 1 mm. The beam passes through an analysing magnet, 
energy stabilising slits and is collimated before entering the target chamber. The 
sample plate is loaded onto a goniometer within the chamber, which provides 
translation (Y) to position the sample onto the beam and two axes of rotation: 0 and ^  
perpendicular to the beam.
Typically for a random spectrum, Y is adjusted to position the sample to be analysed, 
(|) is kept at 0 (normal incidence) and 0 is rocked between -2® to -3°, taking care to 
avoid any channelling. Channelled spectra were acquired by first aligning the sample 
normal to the beam and then varying 0  and (|> in turn until a signal minimum is 
detected. This shows that the beam is travelling along the silicon substrate crystal
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(100) axis. However, since amorphous materials are being investigated here, there is 
dechannelling through the amorphous films and the minimum is not so sharp as it is 
for crystalline material. Channelled spectra were used for manual analysis and when 
a data analysis programme became available, random spectra were used. About 10 
pA of charge is collected to ensure good statistics.
A secondary electron suppression voltage of -200 V is used to bias the sample holder 
with respect to ground. A silicon surface barrier detector, with a specified resolution 
of 10 keV is positioned at a scattering angle o f 165° in IBM geometry [5], The signal 
passes through a low-noise, charge-sensitive pre-amplifier and subsequently through a 
pulse shaping spectroscopic amplifier. The output of the amplifier is sorted into 512 
channels by the multichannel analyser (MCA). The data is processed on a Sun 
workstation using the xmcb programme.
Van de Graaff 
acceleratorGoniometer Collimator
Energy
stabilising
slits
Analysing
magnet
Chamber
MCADetector AmplifierPreamplifier SUNworkstation
Figure 3.4 Schematic of RBS system.
A thin film of Au on a Si substrate was used for energy calibration. The energy of a 
particle scattered from the surface is E = K * Eo (see section 3.5.1 ). Knowing the
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kinematic factor, the energy of the backscattered particles for Au and Si can be 
calculated. Then the calibration factor Kcai is given by: Kcai = (Kau - Ksi) * Eo/ (CEau 
- Chsi), where Kau and Ksi are the kinematic factors of Au and Si respectively, Eo is 
the energy of the incident beam and CEau and Chsi are the channel positions of the Au 
and Si signals respectively. Kau and Ksi were calculated according to equation 3.2 to 
be 0.9242 and 0.5732 respectively. By fixing the position of the Au signal to 450, the 
offset in the energy calibration of the detection system was calculated. Typical values 
of Kcai ranged from 2.7 to 2.9 keV/channel.
3.5.3 Analysis
Consider a thin homogeneous compound fihn AmBn, where A and B are the elements 
in the compound and m/n is the ratio of theii* concentrations. In the backscattered 
spectrum, the height of the signal from element A is:
Equation 3.6
k h  cos<9i
and that from element B is:
H ,  = a ,  K  YlQn J  Equation 3.7K L  cos6>,
where cr(Eo) is the average differential scattering cross section evaluated at the energy 
of the incident beam, Q is the solid angle of the detector, Q is the total number of 
particles incident on the target, ^ is the energy per channel, the stopping
cross section factor of the compound with scattering from a given element evaluated 
in the surface energy approximation and 0 i is the angle the beam makes with the 
normal to the target. The ratio of equations 3.6 and 3.7 gives:
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ÜL = ^  ^ b{^o)\^o\a Equation3 . 8
In the zeroth order approximation ÜL % &  ^ g fe ) . Using this and the first estimate of
n H ,  c r . f e )
obtain a second estimate for m/n and continue iterating. The
iteration converges by the third estimate. In the case of a-SiNx, m has been fixed at 1 
and n = X. The outcome is related back to the NHa/SiEU ratio R during deposition.
For the first part of this project (the silicon nitride work), the RBS data was analysed 
manually, as discussed above. Recently, the University of Surrey DataFumace (NDF) 
[6 ] has become available for use and can give depth profiles of elements through the 
material. NDF vl.O has been used in this study. It uses the simulated annealing 
algorithm to find a solution independent of the initial guess and tends asymptotically 
towards the absolute or global minimum rather than to a local minimum. Only 
random spectra are used as inputs to this programme. For some data, confidence 
limits on the depth profiles were calculated with the Bayesian Inference formalism, 
which has been described in Barradas et al. [7].
3.5.4 Errors
The data collected using backscattering spectrometry will inherently have errors 
associated with it. There are two types of errors that can occur: systematic 
uncertainties that affect the accuracy and random uncertainties that affect the 
precision of the results. A systematic error can arise from the use of the values of the 
stopping cross section factors, which are known to an accuracy of 10%. However, the 
ratio of the stopping cross section factors are known much more accurately and the
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nominal errors in the N/Si ratios are ~ 0.5 %. Another systematic enor can arise due 
to improper charge collection. This can be reduced by acquiring random and 
channelled spectra together and normalising them.
Errors can arise from faulty data acquisition. Care must be taken to make sure that 
random spectra are indeed random by avoiding a channel direction. The statistical 
error is mainly determined by the number of counts in the signal. If we assume that 
the formation of each charge carrier is a Poisson process, then for a signal with N 
counts, the st^dard deviation >/n characterises the inherent statistical fluctuations and 
the fractional error is >/N/N = 1/VN [8 ]. For the manual analysis, channelled spectra 
were used to improve the signal to noise ratio of the N signal. A cubic background 
was fitted and the height of the N signal measured. The statistical error for the N 
signal was typically 2% and the background reproducible to 1%. The statistical error 
on the Si signal is 0.5%, therefore, the measurement error is about 2.3%. 
Measurements repeated on the same sample on the same day showed a variation of 
~ 1 0 %, which is an indication of the reliability of the calculations.
3.5.5 Elastic Recoil Detection
Atoms in a sample with mass less than that of the impinging beam used in RBS will 
not produce a signal. Hence, another method has to be used for hydrogen detection. 
In elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA), forward recoil scattering is used to detect 
^H. A 1.5 MeV "^ He^  beam was used here with the detector aligned at a 26° forward 
recoil angle and the sample set at 15° to the beam for good charge collection. Dr.
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Chris Jeynes has performed the ERD measurements used in this thesis and Dr. Nuno 
Barradas has analysed it using NDF v3.0.
Section 3.6 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
3.6.1 Background
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a valuable surface analysis technique 
developed over the last two decades. It is often known as electron spectroscopy for 
chemical analysis (ESCA), which is the name coined by Prof. Kai Seigbahn who 
pioneered the field. The underlying principle on which XPS is based is the 
photoelectric effect. The specimen is hradiated with X-ray photons. Electrons firom 
the target atoms may acquire enough energy to be emitted with a certain kinetic 
energy (Ek), which is related to the binding energy (Eb) of the electron by the 
relation: Ek = hv -  Eb. Binding energy is defined as the difference between the initial 
state and final state of the atom or ion from which the electron is emitted. Electrons 
pass through an analyser to allow accurate determination of electron binding energies. 
A detector collects the emitted electrons to yield the spectrum. The photoelectron and 
Auger electron peaks superimposed on an energy loss background make up the 
photoelectron spectrum.
The core electrons that are not involved in bonding give information characteristic of 
the material. However, these photoelectron peaks are sensitive to their chemical 
environment, giving rise to the chemical shift. Auger electron peaks, which are 
formed when the core holes are filled and a photoelectron is ejected, are sensitive to
. . . .  I
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chemical bonding. This process is named after Pierre Auger who discovered the 
phenomenon. The photoelectron peaks have a better degree of definition than the 
Auger peaks and hence are more useful in quantitative and chemical state analysis. 
Together they can be used to calculate the Auger parameter as described later which is 
an unique characteristic of a chemical compound. The photoelectron peaks are shown
as a function of binding energy while the Auger transitions are depicted as a function
\
of kinetic energy. The notation LslVLt^ slVU^ s indicates that an initial hole is produced in 
the 2 p3/2 level (L3 shell) and there is a downward transition firom a 3d (M shell) 
electron to fill the vacancy, which results in the ejection of another 3d electron.
Mg K a (1253.6 eV) and A1 K a (1486.6 eV) are the most common X-rays used for 
analysis. This measurement is restricted to the surface atoms because excited 
photoelectrons lose energy while travelling to the surface of the material through 
inelastic scattering and typically lose energy within 2 to 10 atomic layers. The 
sampling depth can be represented by 3^cos 0, where A.(Ek, Z) is a constant that is 
dependent on the energy and target material and 0  is the angle of emission with 
respect to the normal to the surface [9]. The reader is referred to Watts [10] for 
finther details on XPS.
3.6.2 Equipment
A VG Scientific ESCALAB MKII spectrometer at the University of Surrey was used 
for the analysis. A Mg K a (1253.6 eV) source was used that was run at 10 kV and 20 
mA. The operating pressure in the chamber was 10'  ^T and the sample noimal was 
aligned at 25° to the transfer lens. Both survey and high-resolution spectra were
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acquired in the constant analyser mode; the former at a lower resolution using a pass 
energy of 50 eV and the latter at a higher resolution using a pass energy of 20 eV. 
High resolution spectra from the C Is, O Is, N Is, Ga 2p3/2, Si 2p, Ga 3d and Si 2s 
peaks together with the Ga LMM and Si KLL Auger transitions were recorded. It 
should be noted that the Si KLL transition at a kinetic energy of ~ 1610 eV is not 
accessible with conventional XPS, althou^ the bremsstralung radiation from the 
normal twin-mode source provides sufficient ejection of Si Is electrons for the Si 
KLL to be observed with good counting statistics. Depth profiling was used to 
determine the chemical state through the bulk of the material. For this purpose, argon 
ion sputtering was performed using a VG Scientific AG21 at 10 minute intervals and 
data was collected at each interval. A typical experiment with 2 hours of etch time 
lasted ~ 12 hours. The Ar ion beam was run at 6  keV at a target current of 40 mA, 
with an Ar partial pressure of 5 x 10"^  T in the chamber. Data was collected from an 
area of 5 mm x 2 mm of the surface of the sample and the sample area sputtered was 
larger than this. The etch rate for these conditions is 1.5 nm/minute on a TaiOg/Ta 
calibration sample developed by the National Physical Laboratory. The variation in 
etch rates for the different samples was not investigated in this study and hence a 
depth scale could not be established.
3.6.3 Analysis
A chemical shift is created in the position of the core level photoelectron peaks, 
depending on the bonding state of the atom. This is due to electrostatic screening 
caused by the valence electrons moving away or towards the atom. The Auger 
chemical shift is greater than the photoelectron chemical shift because the kinetic
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energy of Auger electrons from more polarisable atoms is increased more than that of 
the photoelectrons. The chemical shift is an important source of information and the 
difference in the kinetic energies of the Auger and photoelectron lines is characteristic 
of the chemical state of the atom [11]. Wagner introduced the concept of the Auger 
parameter (a) [1 2 ] and defined it as a  = EkO^I) - EkO), where EK(jkl) is the kinetic 
energy of the Auger transition jkl and EkCO is the kinetic energy of the photoelectron 
emitted from atomic level i. This is equivalent to a  = EKQkl) + EbCO - hv, where 
Es(i) is the binding energy of the photoelectron from atomic level i and hv is the 
incident X-ray energy. To avoid producing negative Auger parameters, the modified 
Auger parameter (a*) was defined as:
a* = a  + hv = EK^kl) + Es(i) Equation 3.9
The value of the Auger parameter for any two chemical states of an element is never 
the same and hence is a classic way of fingerprinting chemical compounds. Auger 
parameters are independent of charging shifts because a decrease in the kinetic energy 
due to a positively charged surface causes an equal increase in the binding energy, 
which compensates for each other in equation 3.9. Auger parameters have been used 
in this study to determine the bonding state of the implanted gallium, through the 
material using depth profiling. A c-GaN standard from the University of Nottingham 
was also measured for comparison with the calculated Auger parameter. The value 
of the Auger parameter for the important bonding states of Ga and Si from the 
literature are summarised in Table 3.1. These values have also been used for 
comparison with experimental values in chapter 5.
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Element Compound Type of Auger 
parameter
Auger
parameter (eV)
Reference
Ga elemental 2pi/2 + L3M4 .5M4.5 2212.3 113]
2 p3/2 + L3M4.5M4.5 2185.9 [13]
3 pi/2 + L3M4.5M4.5 ' 1176.7 [13]
3 p3/2 + L3M4.5M4.5 1173.5 J13]
3d + L3M4.5M4.5 1087.5 [13]
2 p3/2 + L3M4 .5M4.5 2184.75 [14]
3d + L3M4.5M4.5 1086.77 [14]
Ga2 0 3 2pi/2 + L3M4 .5M4.5 2208.1 [13]
2 p3Æ + L3M4 .5M4.5 2181.5 . [13]
3pi/2 + L3M4JM4.5 1171.7 [13]
3p3/2 + L3M4.5M4.5 1168.7 [13]
3d + L3M4.5M4.5 1083.7 [13]
3d + L3M4.5M4.5 1082.9 [15]
GaN 3d + L3M4 .5M4 .5 1084.05 116]
3d + L3M4.5M4.5 1084.46 This author
2 p3/2 + L3M4 .5M4.5 2181.73 This author
Si elemental 2 p + KL2.3L2.3 1715.9 [17]
Si3N4 2 p + KL2.3L2.3 1714.1 [18]
Si0 2 2 p + KL2.3L2.3 1712.2 JiZL,. ..... .
Table 3.1 Summary of Auger parameters used from various references.
Section 3.7 infrared Spectroscopy
s
3.7.1 Background
Infrared spectroscopy is a technique commonly used to determine the bonding 
structure of a material. The sample is irradiated with an infrar ed (IR) beam and the 
frequencies corresponding to the molecular vibrations in the material are absorbed. 
The output generated is typically in the form: absorbance (arbitrary units) vs. 
wavenumber, where wavenumber (cm'^) = 1 0 0 0 0 /wavelength (pm).
Chemical bonds in a material vibrate at resonant frequencies that are determined by 
the atoms that make up the bond and the bond strength. The energy of these 
vibrations is in the IR region of the electromagnetic spectrum, usually 2.5 to 25 pm.
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Therefore, most IR spectrophotometers range from 4000 to 400 cm"\ For a molecule 
containing N atoms, there are 3N-6 fundamental frequencies at which absorption 
might occur. If absorption occurs at non-fundamental frequencies, it is usually quite 
weak. Thus, from an IR spectrum of a sample, it is possible to identify its constituent 
chemical groupings. If  absorption at a certain wavenumber could correspond to 
several known groups, then the chemical origin of the sample can help identify the 
correct one. The various vibrational modes are stretching, bending, rocking, twisting 
or wagging. The spectra of amorphous material are different from their crystalline 
counterparts in that there is a broadening of the peaks caused by the disorder in bond 
strength. There are also additional modes caused by bonding of the atoms in the 
material to hydrogen.
Infrared spectrophotometers in use at present are of the Fourier transform (FTIR) type 
in that all frequencies are measured simultaneously. The Fourier transform of the 
interferogram gives the energy throughput at each frequency. This enables the 
complete spectrum to be obtained rapidly as well as many scans to be averaged. The 
background spectrum has to be recorded separately and ratioed with the sample 
spectrum. This is usually done by computer software and care must be taken that the 
background conditions remain the same during sample acquisition, especially if 
purging is being used. The requirement on Si substrates to grow films for FTIR 
spectroscopy is that they have a low dopant concentration to reduce the contribution 
of the dopant-Si bonds to the spectrum.
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3.7.2 Equipment
A Perkin-Elmer System 2000 FTIR spectrophotometer has been used in this study. It 
operates in the transmission mode with a range o f400 to 4000 cm"^  and is based on a 
Michelson interferometer [19]. No purge facility is available and the data is averaged 
over 8  scans using the full range. The background spectra have been collected with 
the Si substrate in the holder prior to collecting data from the samples. The output is 
in the form absorbance (in arbitrary units) vs. wavenumber (in cm'^) and the peaks 
have been assigned modes based on those commonly reported in the literature.
f j \Absorbance is defined as logjQ — and is converted to absorption co-efficient byW  y
dividing it by the thickness of the material. The data is loaded into Origin software 
and Gaussian curves (single or multiple) fitted to the data peaks. The peak position 
and area of these curves are used for analysis.
3.7.3 Analysis
Having analysed the spectra qualitatively, a quantitative analysis can be made. The
method described by Brodsky et al. [2 0 ] has been used to calculate the concentration
of bonds. The total number of a certain type of bond is given by:
N = A * I((Do) Equation 3.10
where N is the bond concentration (in cm'^), A is the infrared calibration factor (in
cm'^), © 0  is the peak centre wavenumber and I(©o) is the normalised integrated
absorption intensity defined as:
/(^o) = Equation 3.11
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The calibration factor A depends on several constants such as the refractive index and 
the effective charge of the oscillator in the material [20]. A summary of the 
calibration factors from the literature that have been used in the analysis in chapters 4 
and 5 are compiled in Table 3.2. The relative sensitivity of the NH and NH2 modes is 
almost the same [21] and so A(NH2 stretching) » A(NH stretching).
Bond vibration © 0  (cm"^) A (cm^) Reference
N-H stretching 3350 2 .8  X 1 0 ^ [ 2 2 1
N-H2 stretching 3280 2 .8  X 10^^ [ 2 1 1
Si-H stretching 2 1 0 0 1.7x10^^ [ 2 2 1
N-H bending 1 2 0 0 0.2 X 10^ [231
Si-N asymmetric stretching 920 0 .2  X lO '^^ [241
N-Sis asymmetric stretching 840 0.2 X lO '^^ [24]
N-Sis symmetric stretching 482 0.2 X 10 "^ J2 3 ] ........ .....
Table 3.2 Compilation of infrared calibration factors.
Section 3.8 Eiiipsometry
Ellipsometry is an optical technique used to measure film properties such as refractive 
index and thickness. A Plasmos SD 2000 rotating-analyser ellipsometer was used in 
this study and is depicted schematically in Figure 3.5. Linearly polarised light is 
reflected off the sample to be measured. The state of polarisation of light after 
reflection is elliptical and is detected by a synchronously rotating analyser. Two 
measurements are made: one with the compensator in the beam-path and one without. 
The change in polarisation is related to the angle of incidence (j> and wavelength X by 
p(A,,(|)) = tan \j/ e^ = Rp/Rs. Rp and Rg are the sample’s reflection co-efficients for light 
with its polarisation vector parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence 
respectively. Tan Y is the change in the ratio of the amplitudes of the parallel and 
perpendicular components of light and A is the change in the difference between their 
phases. For bare substrates, the Fresnel co-efficients can be used as Rp and Rg.
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Figure 3.5 Schematic of Plasmos SD 2000 rotating-analyser ellipsometer.
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If the thickness and complex refractive index of all the layers of a multilayered 
sample are known, then the structure can be modelled to predict values of Rp and R». 
These can be converted to and A values. Hence, knowing \\f and A, if one or two 
properties of a single layer are unknown, then these can be fitted from measured 
values of \j/ and A. If more unknowns exist, then additional information is required in 
the form of measurements at different wavelengths or angles of incidence and a best 
fit can then be obtained. Note that measurements at the Brewster angle would only be 
usefril for a thin film on an optically transparent substrate with an abrupt edge.
For the measurements in the study, a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 6328 Â was 
used and polarised light was incident at an angle of 70°. The polariser was kept at a 
fixed azimuth angle of 45°. The thicknesses of the films were approximately 2000 Â. 
Refractive index and thicknesses were measured and the data is analysed in the next
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two chapters. Attempts were made to measure the extinction coefficient of the films 
but values obtained were too low (< 0 .0 1 ) to be calculated accurately with the 
wavelength of the laser used (6328 Â). Hence, the films were concluded to be 
transparent, which was apparent fi*om the a-SiNx:H deposited on glass. It was not 
possible to measure the thickness and refi*active index of the MNM structures using 
ellipsometry. However, thicknesses of the nitride layers in the MNM structures were 
verified by talystep measurements. Most of the measurements coincided with the 
ellipsometric measurements within the range of experimental error.
Section 3,9 Transmission and opticai band gaps
Transmission was used to calculate the optical bandgap of the material. Quartz 
substrates were used for this purpose as quartz has a useful optical transmission range 
of 180 to 2500 nm. A Camspec M350 spectrophotometer was used. The quartz 
substrate is measured separately and dealt with in the analysis. The range of the 
spectrophotometer is 190 to 1100 nm with a step size of 2 nm. It uses a deuterium 
lamp and a tungsten-halogen lamp as som’ces with the lamp change vaiiable between 
300 and 320 nm. The optical gap was calculated from this optical absoiption data and 
may be defined as:
• Eo4 : the energy at which a  = lO'* cm"* and
• Et (the Tauc gap): the x intercept of a least squares fit to (ahv)*^ vs. hv for 
amorphous materials.
Eo4 is the more reliable quantity due to its absolute natui-e as opposed to the Tauc gap 
[25]. Appendix A contains the derivation of the equation used to calculate the 
absorption co-efficient.
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Section 3.10 Stress measurements
3.10.1 Theory
It is useful to develop a technique to measure stress in thin films. This is the total 
stress in the material comprising the extrinsic stress resulting from different thermal 
expansion co-efficients of the film and the substrate and the intrinsic stress in the 
material frozen in by the deposition process. Stresses in the a-SiNx:Hy films have 
been determined by measming the change in curvature of the substrate caused due to 
metastable nature of the film. For a film much thinner than its substrate (tf «  ts), the 
residual biaxial stress is given by Stoney’s equation [26].
E,a = - û l l  L1 Equation 3.12, ) t \R  rJ
where. Eg is Young's modulus (GPa), Vs is Poisson’s ratio, ts is substrate thickness 
(m), tf is film thickness (m), Ro is radius of cuivature (m) of substrate before film 
deposition and R is radius of curvature (m) of the film deposited on that substrate. 
Since stress acts in two dimensions, it is biaxial. For <100> Si, 
E , UOGPa
6(1- v j  6(1-0.278) 3QGPa [27].
Curvature was measured optically using a Michelson interferometer that was set up 
for this purpose. Generally, optical measurements are more useful than the contact 
methods for measuiing curvature. This is because the interferometer gives an instant 
measurement across the entire sample, dust particles affect a mechanical measurement 
and they aie also limited by the step size.
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3.10.2 Interferometry
Curvature was measured using a Michelson interferometer [19]. To determine the 
curvature, one of the mirrors is replaced by the specimen. A He-Ne laser (6328 A) 
was used as the light source. A microscope objective and a concave minor were used 
to collimate the laser beam. The observed fringe pattern is formed by the interference 
of the reference beam and the beam from the sample. A CCD camera was used to 
magnify the output fringe pattern to make measuring the radius of the fringes easier 
and more accurate.
Let Rl be the radius of the light reflected off the curved sample and r be the ring 
radius of the n*** fringe. Constructive interference occurs whenever h = n^2. Using 
Euclid’s principle, h(2RL-h) = r ,^ and, since h «  Rl, h*2RL » r ;^ therefore = uA^Rl. 
From the slope of a graph of vs. n, the radius of the reflected light Rl can be 
calculated. It can be shown that, in the paraxial approximation for a Gaussian beam, 
that a plane wave (R l =  oo) incident upon a perfect mirror is reflected giving a beam 
with a radius of curvature /  > where R and f  are the radius of curvature and
focal length, respectively, of the sample. Therefore, R =  2R l, can be substituted in 
Stoney’s equation (equation 3.12) to yield the biaxial residual stress.
Section 3.11 Electricai measurements
3.11.1 Equipment
The electrical measurements were made using a Hewlett-Packard 4061A 
Semiconductor/Component Test System. It comprises a 4140B pA meter/dc voltage
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source, a 4275A LCR meter, a 4083A switching controller and a 16057A switching 
module. The samples were loaded on a probe station, which was enclosed in a 
radiation shield to facilitate dark measurements and to protect the measurement from 
electromagnetic interference from the environment. Open circuit and closed circuit 
tests were performed before any measurements were taken. Within the current- 
voltage (IV) routine, open circuit measurements showed a current of -  10"** A over a 
range of voltages while closed circuit measurements yielded the current limit that was 
set. A PC was used for remote control and to acquire data using programs written in 
Lab VIEW. The main disadvantage with the software is that voltage, as an 
independent variable, cannot be varied in both directions but only from a lower to a 
higher value, preventing hysteresis measurements. For IV measurements, the 
parameters that can be set are the start, stop and step voltage values, delay time and 
current limit (the maximum value is 10 mA). The voltage source has a range of ± 100 
V in steps of 100 mV, while the ammeter can measure ± 10"*^  A to ± 10"^  A. For CV 
measurements, the same values as before can be set along with the frequency, which 
can range from 10 Hz to 10 MHz and capacitance can be measured accurately 
between 1000 pF and ~ 1000
3.11.2 Sheet resistance
Sheet resistance (Rs) measurements were made on all samples using a four point 
probe measurement [28, 29]. The equipment consists of four probes equally spaced 
by distance s, a current source and a voltmeter. A constant current is passed between 
the two outer probes and the voltage through the film measured between the two inner 
probes. The sheet resistance R« of a square lamina is given by:
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V f a  d \= y  C(^ — ; —J Equation 3.13
where C is a correction factor based on the geometry of the sample and probe 
arrangement, and a and d are the width and length respectively. The unit of Rs is in 
Q/square and Rg is independent of the size of the square. A derivation for this 
equation can be found in the literature [29]. In the limiting case d »  s (where s is the 
probe spacing), the correction factor C = 7t/ln 2 = 4.532. A summary of correction 
factors for different geometries from Beadle et al. [30] has been used. The resistivity 
(p) of the material can then be calculated as p = Rs * t, where t is the thickness of the 
sample. These are based on the fact that the probe array is placed in the centre of the 
sample, so care must be taken in positioning the probes. In this experimental set-up, 
the probe spacing s = 1 mm. However, pre-implant resistivities of a-SiNx'.H were too 
high and beyond the range of the four point probe measurement system (~ 1 0  
MQ/square). On the other hand, errors in the measurement may arise if a leakage 
current flows through the substrate or the probe penetrates the fihn creating a short 
circuit.
Different configurations can be used wherein the current and potential contacts can be 
interchanged. Rymaszewski [31] has calculated the correction factor for six different 
configurations. Squaie and non-linear probe arrays can also be used but a collinear 
array has been used in this study.
Section 3.12 Summary
In this chapter, all the techniques and equipment used in the preparation of the 
structures used in this study has been described. Plasma enhanced chemical vapour
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deposition used to deposit the a-SÏNx:H films has been described. The implantation 
simulations (SRIM and SUSPRE) and ion implantation are discussed. Rutherford 
backscattering spectrometry can provide information on elemental depth profiles 
through the material and the movement of the implanted Ga with different annealing 
conditions. X-ray photoelectron and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy can be 
used to examine the nature of the bonds in the material. The strain in the material, its 
electrical properties and the optical transmission can also been determined using the 
techniques and equipment described here.
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Chapter 4 Characterisation of Amorphous Silicon Nitride;
Results and discussion
Section 4.1 introduction
This chapter describes how hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride films are 
deposited and characterised with a view to optimising the silicon nitride properties for 
GaN synthesis. Deposition was carried out using a DP80 plasma deposition system. 
Power, substrate temperature and chamber pressure were held constant at 11 W, 
300°C and 300 mT respectively. The gas ratio of ammonia to silane (NHs/SfflU = R) 
was varied and properties measured. Lower temperatures have been used in the past 
to grow a-SiNx’.H in device technology but higher temperatures have been used in this 
study to help reduce the amount of hydrogen incorporated in the film and improve its 
electronic properties.
Section 4.2 Composition
The N/Si ratios ‘x’ in the a-SiNx:Hy films were calculated from RBS data. The 
variation of ‘x’ with the ammonia/silane ratio during deposition is shown in Figure 
4.1. It was observed that N/Si in the film increases rapidly from 0.6 to 1.8 with a 
small change in R (0.2 to 4), and for higher R values, N/Si measured by RBS remains 
approximately constant. There appears to be a discontinuity in the trend between R = 
1 and R = 2.
These observations have important implications in the deposition of a-SiNx:H since it 
clearly shows that it is difficult to incorporate N/Si > 1.8 in the network by varying
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only the gas ratio during deposition. It also means that a steady state has been 
reached in composition between the Si and N concentrations in the film. According 
to Smith et al. [1], in practice N/Si varies from 0 (a-Si) to about 2 {Si(NH)2 , silicon 
di-imide} by vaiying different deposition conditions. The results obtained in this 
study support the findings of Smith et al. [1] by showing that the N/Si ratio can be 
vaiied up to 1.8 if only the gas ratio R is varied.
region bregion a
.0 - -
0.5 -•
4.0 10.0
R = NH3 /S1H4
100.0 1000.0
Figure 4.1 Variation of the N/Si content in the a-SiNx:Hy films as a function of 
ammonia/silane ratio during deposition.
The dependence of N/Si on R works out empirically to be N/Si = 0.398 In R + 1.182. 
For i? > 4, this relation ceases to be appropriate. This logarithmic dependence is 
similar to that observed by Meyer and Scherber [2] who report a dependence of N/Si 
= 1.06 -  0.143 In X, where X is the percentage of silane of the total gas flow. 
However, the differences observed may be due to the fact that they used SiHt and Nz 
as the reactant gases while SiHt diluted in Nz and NH3 gases were used in this study.
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Using the values of N/Si, the atomic percentage of H in the films can be extracted 
fi'om elastic recoil detection. The variation of Si content with R behaves inversely to 
the trend of the N content, as shown in Figure 4.2. This result is to will be discussed 
in section 4.7. Straight lines have been drawn in Figure 4.2 as a guide to the eye. It 
was observed that the H concentration did not vary much with R and stayed between 
20 to 30 at.%. It is clear that not all the H in the plasma has been incorporated in the 
film. It is feasible that the elevated substrate temperature of 300°C helped desorb 
some of the atomic H attached to the SiH and NH radicals and thus reduced the 
atomic H% present in the plasma phase to 25 at.% (which is considerably less than 
75%, the elemental H found in the plasma).
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Figure 4.2 Composition o f the films as a function o f ammonia/silane ratio R during 
deposition. Lines have been drawn on the figure as a guide to the eye.
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Section 4.3 Chemistry
The FTIR spectra of the a-SiNx:Hy samples show peaks that have been attributed as 
listed in Table 2.3. Typical FTIR spectra of a range of samples deposited at different 
conditions aie shown in Figure 4.3. The method described by Brodsky et al. [3] has 
been used to calculate the concentration of bonds and the normalised integrated 
absorption intensity as described in section 3.7. Figuie 4.4 shows the change in peak 
intensity with N H 3 /S 1 H4  ratio 'R \  Where available, the calibration factors found in 
the literature (see Table 3.2) can be used to convert these to the bond concentrations, 
as shown in Figure 4.5. The N H 3 /S 1 H4  ratio controls the composition of the deposited 
a-SiNx:H films critically. More details can be found in the literature [4].
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Figure 4.3 Variation of infrared pealts with different N/Si composition. The spectra are 
shown with a vertical/horizontal displacement to aid clarity.
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Figure 4.4 Variation o f absorption intensities in a-SiNx:Hy with gas ratio R. Lines have 
been drawn in the figure as a guide to the eye only.
The 2100 cm'^ peak arising from multi-hydrides of Si, shifts to higher wavenumbers 
as the N content in the a-SiN%:H increases (2168 cm‘^  at i? = 0.5 to 2345 cm'  ^ at i? = 
1.0). This is in agreement with Hasegawa et al. [5] and can be attributed to the 
replacement of H atoms by N atoms, which increases the electronegativity and thus 
decreases bond length. Hasegawa et al. [6] attribute the 2080 cm‘^  peak to the N-SiH 
bonding configuration, which moves to 2140 cm'  ^ for Ni-SiH and to 2200 crri  ^ for 
Ns-SiH. After R = 1.0, the 2100 cm'  ^ peak disappears and the N from these bonds 
moves to the SiN bonds as can be seen from the corresponding increase in the SiN 
intensity in Figure 4.4. Hence, the SiH stretching absorption is strongly dependent on 
the N/Si content in the a-SiNx:H films [6]. From Figure 4.5, we see an order of 
magnitude decrease iii the concentration of SiH bonds as the value of R increases and 
this may be attributed to a gradual replacement of H in SiH bonds with N atoms. The
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rapid increase in the NH bond concentration suggests that the hydi'ogen is moving 
fi'om the Si to the N atoms. Some of this Si can now bond with N explaining the 
increase in the SiN bond concentration. The SiH wagging mode at 650 cm'  ^ has not 
been observed, but Morimoto et al. [7] have also noted the absence of this band and 
have attributed this to SiH stretching (at 2100 cm‘^ ) being more strongly conelated 
with H content than SiH wagging.
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Figure 4.5 Variation o f bond concentration in a-SiNx:Hy with gas ratio R. Lines have 
been drawn in the figure as a guide to the eye only.
The NH stretching and bending intensities peak at jR = 20. Demichelis et al. [8] also 
find that NH and NH2 gi'oups dominate at neai' stoichiometric composition of 
a-SiNx:H, which is in agreement with the results presented in this study. Note that the 
NH bending is absent in the Si-rich samples. Thus, it is observed that though samples 
for i? > 4 show little change in composition (from the RBS data), the atomic bonding 
shows significant change.
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Section 4,4 Physical properties
4.4.1 Stress
Radius of curvature measurements and stress calculations are described in section 
3.10. Curvature was measured for a range of samples grown at varying gas ratios R. 
All the curvatures calculated were deemed convex (positive), since on moving the 
sample further backwards the interference fringes moved inwards. Hence, the stress 
is compressive (negative). Since forces can act in two dimensions on the film, the 
sùess is biaxial. It is consistent with the findings that thin film coatings in the as- 
deposited form that contain hydrogen have residual compressive stresses [9]. The 
compressive stress in the films increased with increasing N H g /S ^  ratio as shown in 
Figure 4.6. From the plot of stress vs. N/Si in the films (Figure 4.7), there appears to 
be a threshold value close to 1.6 (i? « 4) above which there is a sharp increase in the 
compressive stress. This is the pivotal value observed for the asymptotic values in the 
compositional data for the Si and N contents in these films. If N/Si « 1.6 corresponds 
to an energetically stable configuration for a silicon-nitrogen alloys, it is indicative 
that any further addition of N or Si results in a straining of the structure and thus 
causes an increase in the stress, as observed in these results.
These results cannot be compared with those of Sinha et al. [10], since they measured 
stress over a much smaller range of samples with i? = 1.1 to 1.9. Their values of 
stress ranged from 0.4 to 0.8 GPa and were also compressive. According to Argon et 
al. [9], thickness arid elastic properties of the filiri do riot affect the residual stress but 
only the ion bombardment energy during deposition and H concentration matters.
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They annealed their samples for 30 minutes at 600°C, which caused outgassing of 
hydrogen. This caused the stress to turn tensile. Though the supply of H available in 
the gas supply changed by varying the NH3 /S 1H4 gas ratio during deposition, the films 
in this study had no significant difference in the H content which stayed 
approximately constant between 20 and 30 at.%. For i? < 4, there was no change in 
the stress of the films, an observation consistent with Argon et al. [9]. However, for R 
> 4, the stress increases indicating that at this point the N/Si ratio is far more 
important than the H content.
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Figure 4.6 Variation of stress with ammonia/silane ratio during deposition.
The relation between stress and refractive index was examined and showed that films 
with high refr active indices had low values of stress and vice versa. As the Si species 
in the network increases, the a-SiN%:Hy structure becomes less stressed and has a 
higher refr active index. This causes the entire structure to relax, resulting in a lower 
stress in the film.
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Figure 4.7 Variation of stress with N/Si content in film. Lines have been drawn on the 
figure to indicate the presumed trend.
4 .4 .2  D ensity
The concentration of Si (atoms/cm^) in the films obtained fi'om RBS together with the 
film thicknesses obtained fi om ellipsometry has been used to calculate density of the 
material. Results obtained aie shown in Figure 4.8. Density varies fiom -  1.5 to 2.5 
g/cm^ with gas ratio R. The values of density aie less than that quoted by Sze [13] 
(3.1 g/cnf for thermal CYD SiaN4). However, they are in the same range as that of 
Sinha et al. [10]. This difference can be attributed to the presence of hydi'ogen and 
possible void formation in PBCVD a-SiNx:H films.
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Figure 4.8 Variation of density of the silicon nitride films with ammonia/silane ratio R during deposition.
4.4.3 Growth rate
The thicknesses of the nitride layers were measured optically using ellipsometry and 
then verified mechanically by talystep measurements. Most of the measurements 
coincided with the ellipsometric measurements within the range of experimental error. 
The differences observed in some samples were attributed to the difiused a-SiNx/Cr 
edge that the step height was measured over. The variation of growth rate with R 
(NHs/SlHU) is shown in Figure 4.9. In region ‘a’, the growth rate steadily decreases 
and then stays low in the region of high R, These results will be discussed in section 
4.7.
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Figure 4.9 Variation of growth rate with ammonia/silane ratio during deposition. 
Section 4.5 Electricai properties
4.5.1 C on tacts
The aim of ohmic contacts to the Si substrates is to allow for IV chai*acteristics to be 
determined by the properties of the a-SiNx’.H film rather than that of the metal back 
contact to the Si. There are three ways of producing ohmic contacts between a metal 
and a semiconductor;
1. Finding a metal with a negative barrier height i.e. the work function of the metal is 
less than that of an n-type semiconductor and vice versa for p-type semiconductors. 
If Fermi level pinning occurs, the pinning position should be within the conduction 
band or valence band. This condition is not veiy likely to occur, so in most cases, 
a very small positive barrier height should provide a sufficiently low contact 
resistance.
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2. Damaging the semiconductor surface intentionally introduces a high density of 
crystal defects that act as recombination centres. This recombination in the 
depletion region results in a low contact resistance. This method is hardly ever 
used nowadays.
3. Using a very heavily doped semiconductor in contact with a metal. In this case, 
the very thin depletion region allows field emission through it. This technique is 
the most common [11] and has been used in this study.
Highly doped p-Si and n-Si wafers were used. A metal fiom the same group as the 
dopant in the Si wafer is evaporated onto the unpolished sides of the wafer i.e. A1 and 
Au-Sb for p-Si and n-Si respectively, so that heat treatment would cause the 
metal/alloy to act as a dopant in the Si. The wafers were etched with buffered HF 
(10%) to remove any native oxide layers, etching for about 30 seconds before loading 
them into the evaporating chamber after rinsing with de-ionised water and blow- 
diying with nitrogen gas. Precautions were talcen to avoid oxide layer formation in 
the circumstances available. However, it is known that unless the vacuum during 
evaporation is better than 10“^  T, the Si may be oxidised in the process. Cowley [12] 
has shown that water vapoui* adsoiption fi'om a diffusion pump can even create an 
interfacial layer.
The samples were then annealed to form ohmic contacts subsequent to the metal 
evaporation. The back contacts were deposited and annealed before the a-SiNx:H 
deposition because the optimum annealing temperatures were higher than the 
substrate temperature used for deposition (300°C). It was found that the deposition
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process did not significantly affect the ohmicity of the back contact. To deteimine the 
best annealing conditions for the n-Si/Au-Sb contact, three different samples were 
annealed at 250°C, 300°C and 350°C for 5 s at a time, until 40 s using a rapid thermal 
annealer. At each stage, IV measurements were made on two large area metallic 
contacts through the Si substrate. The linearity of each IV plot was assessed and the 
contact resistivity calculated using the formula p = RA/d, where A is the cross- 
sectional area of the metal contacts and d is the distance between them. The linearity 
is not very important so long as the contact resistance is small.
The results of this study are shown in Figure 4.10 and the lowest resistance is found to 
occur when the sample is annealed at 350°C for 10 s. A similar study was performed 
on the p-Si/Al contacts showed that annealing at 500°C for 150 s produced the lowest 
contact resistance. The Si specifications and results of the annealing study are 
summarised in Table 4.1. The values of resistivity are significantly lower than that of 
the a-SiNx:H deposited and therefore, it is within the bounds of confidence that the 
contacts did not influence the measured IV characteristics.
Property n-Si P-Si
Orientation <100> <100>
Thickness 108-128 pm 381 ±15 pm
Resistivity 0.8-1.2 O-cm 0.010-0.020 n-cm
Metal used for back contact Au/Sb alloy A1
Annealing conditions for ohmic contact 350°C for 10 s 500°C for 150 s
Table 4.1 Substrate specifications and optimum annealing conditions.
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Figure 4.10 Change in contact resistivity of n-Si/Au-Sb contacts with annealing 
conditions.
4 .5 .2  C apacitance-V oltage m e asu rem en ts
CV measurements were perfonned and results from the samples with p-Si substrates 
at 10 kHz, 100 kHz and 1 MHz are described here. There was no significant 
difference between the measurements at different frequencies, within the experimental 
error. Figure 4.11 shows the results of some CV measurements at different 
frequencies. An explanation as to the shape of the CV curve is as follows: at high 
negative voltages on the top electrode, holes fr om the p-Si substrate accumulate at the 
nitride/Si interface. The high resistance across the Si causes the measured 
capacitance to be almost that of the a-SiNx:H. Increasing the voltage to positive 
values, depletes the Si of its caiTiers which reduces the measured capacitance. 
Though not observed in Figure 4.11, at more positive voltages, an inversion layer is 
formed which causes the capacitance to increase again. This last part cannot be
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observed if the electron concentration cannot keep up with the frequency of the 
applied signal. However, beyond a bias voltage of ~ 10 to 15 V, another decrease in 
capacitance is observed in the Si-rich samples. This may be due to deep depletion, 
arising from the influence of charge injection through the film structure [13].
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Figure 4.11 Typical CV measurements at different frequencies. This particular sample has ammonia/silane ratio = 40.
4 .5 .3  M etal-lnsulator-Sem iconductor A nalysis
The metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) analysis used in this section is detailed in 
chapter 7 of Sze [13] and chapters 9 and 10 of Nicollian and Brews [14]. The 
extrinsic Debye Length (L d)  for holes in a p-type semiconductor can be calculated 
from equations 4.1 (a) and 4.1 (b).
PpQ - (N o -N , )  + 4 ( N ^ - N j + 4 n ^
Equations 4.1 (a) 
Equations 4.1 (b)
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where, No is the donor impurity concentration, Na is the acceptor impurity 
concentration and ppo is the number of holes in a p-type semiconductor at thermal 
equilibrium and s /  is the permittivity of Si. If j N a-Nd1 »  Ui and N a» N d, which is 
true for p-Si substrates, then ppo « Na-
The p-Si substrate used for this MIS analysis had an acceptor concentration of 2 x 
10^  ^cm'^. Substituting this and 8s' -  11.9 x 8.85 x 10'^  ^F/m into equation 4.1, we get 
Ld = 9.23 X 10*^  m. To get the ideal flatband capacitance, we use this value of Ld in 
equation 4.2.
 (F/nf) Equation 4.2
d +
Comparing values obtained thus for an ideal MIS capacitor with the capacitance 
observed at a voltage of 0 V  gives us the flatband voltage shift (V Fb). Figure 4 .12  
shows how the flatband voltage shift vaiies with R. The relation between flatband 
voltage shift and the ammonia/silane gas ratio can be fitted empirically by the 
equation; V Fb = 5 .362- 2 .394  In R. Figure 4.13 and Figure 4 .1 4  show the measured 
and ideal CV curves associated with the two extreme points of Figure 4.12. A 
positive flatband voltage shift can be seen in Figure 4.13, whilst Figure 4 .14  shows a 
negative flatband voltage shift. This illustrates how the flatband voltage changes 
fi'om a positive to a negative value with an extreme change in R and hence 
composition.
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Figure 4.12 Variation in flatband voltage with ammonia/silane ratio during deposition. 
The straight line is the best fit to the data.
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Figure 4.13 Diagrammatical representation of shifted CV curve at 100 kHz for sample 
grown at i? = 0.4 showing Vn, = 8.2 V. - .
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Figure 4.14 Diagrammatical representation of shifted CV curve at 100 kHz for sample 
grown at it  = 200 showing Vfb -  -7,4 V.
There are four principal causes for a shift in the flatband voltage:
1. Fixed charge due to a thin oxide layer between the silicon and a-SiNxiH.
2. Trapped charge and mobile charges in the nitride.
3. Work function difference between the metal and semiconductor (c|)ms)*
4. Carrier transport through the insulator under dc bias conditions.
The first three contribute to the flatband voltage in the following manner [13]:
C, Equation 4.3
where, N Fb is the flatband surface charge (sum of 1 and 2 above) and C, is the 
insulator capacitance. The fourth condition has been ignored since IV measurements 
on the samples yielded only a leakage current of the order of a few pA. The work 
function difference between A1 and p-Si (1.7 to 2.3 Q-cm) is -0.9 to -0.95 V [15]. If
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w e  consider fixed charge at the interface w hich may be due to oxide contam ination or 
dangling bonds, to be the main cause o f  shift in flatband voltage, the flatband surface 
charge N fb  (cm'^) can be derived fi'om equation 4.3. Figure 4 .15  shows how  the 
flatband surface charge varies w ith  R. It can be observed that the flatband surface 
chai'ge changes by several orders o f  magnitude and goes fi'om a positive surface 
charge at low  silane concentrations (right side o f  gi'aph) to a negative charge at high  
silane concentrations. This assum es that the deviations firom the flat band condition  
caused by the work-ftinction difference have been coiTectly accounted for.
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Figure 4.15 Variation in flatband surface charge density with ammonia/silane ratio 
during deposition (frequency = 100 IcHz).
The sample with maximum R has positive charge. The most likely source of this is 
the presence of fixed oxide charges or dangling bonds. Since the silicon substrates 
easily form a native oxide before being placed in the vacuum chamber for deposition, 
we conclude that the surface of the silicon wafer was contaminated with a thin oxide
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layer, which introduces a positive surface charge density. As the silane concentration 
in the feed gases increases, making the a-SiN%:H films more Si rich (moving right to 
left in Figure 4.15), the number of traps in the a-SiN%:H may increase, creating more 
trapped negative charge which initially compensates for the interface charge but later 
outnumbers it. In fact, the dangling bond level in amorphous silicon is situated 
slightly above the intrinsic Fermi level of a-Si:H and makes undoped films nominally 
n-type due to a structural defect. Similarly, it is possible that in the Si rich end of the 
a-SiNx:H films, a slightly n-type nature is observed due to a possible n-type defect for 
‘x’ < 1.6. The variation of flatband voltage compares well with that of Yasui et al. 
[16] as shown in Figure 4.16. Calculated flatband surface charge is close to the range 
quoted by Kuwano [17].
N H g / S i H / ,  F l o w  R a t i o
Figure 4.16 Flatband voltage decreases with gas ratio R according to Yasui et al. [16].
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4.5 .4  C urrent-V oltage m easu rem en ts
A study of the conduction mechanism in the MNM structures at high electric fields 
was perfoimed. Current during the measurement was limited to 100 pA to prevent 
device burnout in the MNM structures. The change in resitivity with sample 
composition is shown in Figure 4.17. The resistivity is calculated from p = RA/d 
where A is the area under the electrode and d is the thickness of the film. The 
resistance is derived from the slope of the IV curve. As the N content in the material 
increases, the amount of dangling bonds in the material must increase. This 
corresponds with ESR data [18, 28], though the hterature is somewhat confused as to 
the point at which it peaks. The same trend is observed though, i.e. the Si dangling 
bond concentration increases rapidly, peaks and then falls slightly before saturating. 
In region b, the resistivity starts increasing again which could be due to the faU in 
dangling bond density as mentioned earlier. However, Robertson [28] has found that 
for X < 1.4, Si dangling bonds are predominant, but for x > 1.4, nitrogen dangling 
bonds are expected to form. This corresponds closely to region ‘b’ in Figure 4.17 and 
hence the increase in resistivity may be due to effects caused by the formation of 
nitrogen dangling bonds in the N-rich a-SiNx:H films. These bonds are expected to be 
situated close to the valance band and be negatively charged [28]. This will trap holes 
and would reduce hole conduction. However, it is by no means clear that hole 
conduction is the principal conduction mechanism and so the former explanation is 
more likely.
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Figure 4.17 Change in resistivity with ammonia/silane ratio during deposition.
Figure 4.18 shows JV plots on samples with varying ratios of NHs/SiFU (R). It may 
seem surprising that conduction is observed in these MNM samples within ±2 V (a 
breakdown strength of about 10^  V/cm), while up to ±30 V across the MNS samples 
for CV measurements did not result in breakdown. A possible explanation for this is 
that the a-SiNx:H films deposited on Cr may be different from that deposited on Si. It 
appeal's that the films aie leaky, probably due to damage and strain between the film 
and the substrate. Hence, these structures aie not suitable for Ga implantation and 
reproducible results.
In Figure 4.19, cunent density vs. voltage has been plotted on the same sample from 3 
different electrode sizes. A larger edge to surface ratio results in a higher current 
density and the cun ent density is not independent of the electrode size. The following
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cun'ent-voltage analysis is performed on the electrodes with the smallest area (0.5 mm 
diameter).
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Figure 4.18 JV plots on 0.5 mm diameter electrodes for samples deposited with different 
gas ratios R,
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Figure 4.19 JV plots on a sample grown at = 2 on three different electrode sizes.
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Shannon, et al. [19] show that Schottky emission is responsible for the conduction in 
a-SiNxiH with low defect densities, while for films with high defect densities, due to 
the absence of a distinct barrier, tunnelling from the metal contact to subgap states has 
a veiy high probability. According to Antula [20]; “for fields greater than 10"^  V/cm, 
Poole-Frenkel emission (also called the internal Schottky effect) is the most common 
conducting mechanism for amorphous semiconducting and insulating materials”. The 
observation of such Poole-Frenkel type conduction in the MNM structures at such a 
low voltage is consistent with the suggestions that the a-SiNx:H films on Cr have 
pinholes in them, thus introducing a high defect density and increasing conduction 
through the films. The a-SiNx:H on Si substrates is, however, of a higher quality and 
does not appeal* to show such conduction. An equally plausible explanation may be 
that Cr under high fields migiates into the a-SiNx:H films and creates micro-channels 
or filaments that once more give rise to high internal fields and thereby give Poole- 
Frenkel emission.
For the data shown in Figure 4.18, In J/V and In J are found to be proportional to Vv 
in the region of 1 to 2 V. This could indicate either Poole-Frenkel emission (equation 
4.4) or Schottky emission (equation 4.5) in this field range (-5 x lO'^  to 10^  V/cm). 
Fitting to other conduction mechanisms such as tunnelling/field emission, space 
charge limited conduction, ohmic and ionic conduction, showed these to be unlikely.
J  ( — qcf> oc exp —^  E kT
B exp
V /
Equation 4.4
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J  oc A*T^ exp
- q <t>s - Ans\d
kT Equation 4.5
where d is the thickness of the nitride film, V the applied voltage, A* is the effective 
Richardson constant, is the barrier height, T is the absolute temperature, k is the 
Boltzmann constant, E is the electric field and s'i (Go * s'r) is the dynamic, high 
frequency permittivity.
It could be argued that because of the natuie of Poole-Frenkel emission and Schottky 
emission in insulators, it would be difficult to immediately distinguish between them. 
Some workers say that frrom a plot of In J vs. Ve  the slope is the distinguishing factor. 
However, many researchers have not accepted this. Jonscher [21] has written a 
review on this discrepancy. The distinction essentially lies in showing whether the 
conduction process is bulk limited (Poole-Frenkel emission) or electrode limited 
(Schottky emission). The most obvious method to check this fact is to change the 
metal used in the MNM structure. However, a very high density of states within the 
mobility gap, will pin the Fermi level of the metal to the bulk states in the nitride. 
This means that the measured work function is actually dominated by these defect 
states and not by the actual work function of the metal. Hence, this method of 
distinction is ineffective. In this study, two types of electrodes have been tested on 
the silicon nitride free surface: A1 and Cr, showing no noticeable difference between 
them.
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Another way to distinguish between Poole-Frenkel and Schottky emission would be 
to deposit films at the same conditions used before with varying thicknesses. If the 
conduction process is independent of film thickness, it would be chamcteristic of the 
Poole-Frenkel mechanism. Also, in a very thin film (~ 50 A) we would not expect 
any bulk limitation. Unfortunately, this could not been performed.
Using equation 4.4 for Poole-Frenkel emission, values for the dielectric constant were 
calculated as shown in Figure 4.20. Since the films were deemed to be transparent by 
virtue of the extinction co-efficient being < 0.01, it was assumed that 8r = n .^ The 
optical values of refractive index are obtained from ellipsometry performed at 4,7 x 
lO^ '* Hz. The discrepancy shown is expected due to the fr equency dependence of the 
dielectric constant of a-SiNx:H. It is a commonly made misconception in insulators 
that two values obtained from CV and Poole-Frenkel measurements should be 
identical. However, s'r is defined by Antula [20] as the relative optical dielectric 
constant and in a detailed Poole-Frenkel analysis by Hartke [22], as the high 
frequency dielectric constant. This implies that the value of s'r considered is that 
measured at high fr equencies. The CV measurements were made at 10  ^ to 10^  Hz 
which is fai* from the optical range (~ 3.9 to 7.7 x 10^ * Hz). Figuie 4.20 shows the 
refractive index calculated fr om the CV measurements to be slightly higher than the 
ellipsomteric and Poole-Frenkel refractive indices which vary from~ 1 to 3.
The Poole-Frenkel method of conduction seems a plausible explanation in this case 
because of the nature of the process. When a trapped electi on receives enough energy
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to jump into the conduction band, which has been effectively lowered by the electric 
field (either in a single process or via another defect state), it spends a very short time 
in the region of the trap from which it has escaped. This explains the dependence on 
the high frequency dielectric constant especially for hopping type conduction that 
occurs in amoiphous materials in their tail states, at non-zero fr equencies. It can also 
be seen fr om Figure 4.20, that besides the Poole-Frenkel and optical refractive indices 
being of the same order and lower than that of the CV data, there is no obvious trend 
of the electrical data with R, Due to the complicated nature of the band structure and 
possible filamentai'y conduction, vai'iations in the structure of the films do not result 
in a coiTesponding change in the electrical properties. Hence, a dependence of the 
refr active index calculated from CV and Poole-Frenkel data on R is not expected.
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of refractive indices obtained from CV measurements and 
optical measurements with thatfrom  the Poole-Frenkel analysis. -
Now the exponential dependence of cuiTent density on Vv could mean either:
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1. Field assisted thermionic emission from trap states to the conduction band 
[23] or,
2. CaiTier hopping between defect states [19].
These mechanisms are illustrated in Figure 4.21. The Poole-Frenkel effect gives us a 
dynamic dielectric constant similai* in value to the optical high frequency 
measurements. This contrasts with Shannon et al.’s [19] work, which give a low 
frequency value for dielectric constant for the hopping mode of conduction. In 
conclusion, conduction in the hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride MNM 
structures can be explained using the Poole-Frenkel mechanism in the field range 5 x 
lO'^  to 10^  V/cm. Above these fields, the electrodes bum out and below these fields, a 
combination of mechanisms contribute to the conduction process. Theoretical 
calculations of Poole-Frenkel curves using refractive indices measured at optical 
frequencies aie close to the measuied IV characteristics.
Q top  
contact
Cr back 
contacta-SiNx:Hy thin film
states
Figure 4.21 Band diagram showing Poole-Frenkel mechanism: (1) emission from trap 
states into conduction band and (2) hopping between defect states.
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Section 4.6 Optical properties
4.6.1 Transmission and band gap
With a view to calculating the optical gaps of the amorphous silicon nitride films, the 
transmission spectra of the a-SiN%:Hy samples on quartz substrates were measured 
(see Figure 4.22). The spectrum can be roughly divided into 3 regions. The 
transparent region where a  « 0, the region of weak/medium absoiption where the 
transmission is reduced due to increasing a  and the region of strong absorption where 
a  causes a severe reduction in transmission. Interference fringes are observed which 
indicates that the films are uniform. The fundamental absorption edge starts at ~ 250 
nm where the transmission decreases rapidly. The Tauc gap E t as well as Eo4 and Eos 
were calculated. This is because Eo4 is a widely used value reported by other authors. 
However, the criteria for the accuracy of the calculation of a , is that thickness d oc 
1/a. The thicknesses of the samples used were ~ 2000 Â, which means that a  is 
accurate above values of 5 x lO'^  cm'^ in this case. Hence, the energy at which the 
absorption co-efficient is 10  ^ cm'  ^ has also been calculated as Eos. Details of the 
measurement and calculations have been described in section 3.9. The optical gaps 
increase with increasing gas ratio R, as depicted in Figure 4.23, showing that the 
addition of N increases the gap. This agrees with results of other authors [24, 25, 26]. 
The optical gap rises rapidly in region ‘a’ and remains between 5.0 and 5.5 in region 
‘b’. This compares well with values quoted by Sze [13].
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Figure 4.22 Transmission spectra of a sample grown at iî  = 250.
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Figure 4.23 Variation of optical gap with ammonia to silane ratio during deposition. 
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4.6 .2  Refractive Index
Attempts were made to measure the extinction coefficient of the films but values 
obtained were too low (< 0.01) to be measured accurately with wavelength of the 
laser used (6328 Â). Hence, the films were concluded to be transparent, which was 
apparent fiom the a-SiNx:Hy deposited on glass. As can be seen from Figure 4.23, the 
refr active index decreases fiom 2.7 to 1.9 until « 4 and then equilibrates to a steady 
state value of 1.8 that is invariant of the gas ratio beyond this point. The refractive 
index follows a similai' trend to that observed for the growth rate with R. Duiing 
deposition, as the quantity of ionised N containing species in the plasma increases, the 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon network is broken to incorporate the N in the 
network, causing a decrease in the growth rate and creating a less optically dense 
structure. This is seen by the decrease in the refi active index.
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Figure 4.24 Variation of refractive index with ammonia/silane ratio during deposition.
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It should be noted that the refractive indices of good quality a-Si;H and a-Si3N4 are 
3.3 and 1.9 respectively [27], which agrees well with our experimental results. The 
pivotal gas ratio of = 4 should also be noted for the physical properties of growth 
rate and refractive index, which will have a bearing on the microstructure of the 
deposited films.
Section 4.7 Discussion
For low R, (figure 4.2) the atomic Si concentration decreases logarithmically while 
the N concentration increases logarithmically in a symmetrical manner until R fv 4 
(region ‘a’). For higher ammonia concentrations, the Si and N remain almost constant 
(region ‘b’). It is interesting to note that when R is 4, the atomic ratio of Si:N:H is 
3:5:2. An elemental ratio such as this may correspond to a compositional stmcture of 
Si3N4-(NH2), with some of the N in the silicon nitride structuie replaced by the amide 
group, if it is assumed that all the constituent atoms are bonded. This postulation is 
now strengthened by the fact that the NH and NH2 peaks are present in the IR data. It 
is well known that Si bonds tetrahedrally and N prefers trivalent bonds, and these 
attempt to retain their bonding configurations in non-stoichiometric alloys [27]. 
Amide groups such as -NH2 are also stable and found in many amorphous films that 
contain significant quantities of N and H. Demichelis et al. [8] have also found that, 
at near stoichiometric composition, NH and NH2 gi'oups become dominant. Si-Si 
bonds in the Si network aie replaced with Si-N bonds to form silicon nitride.
As there is little evidence for N-N bonds, in general for a-Si3N4 , [si-N] ' _ 3
[Si-Si]+[Si~N]  4
In fact nitrogen prefers N=N, i.e. N2 gas, which is why ‘x’ > 1.33 is not easy to
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prepare [28]. From the range of films studied here, in the ones with R greater than 4, 
the N must not be able to incoiporate itself in the a-SiNx network in three fold co­
ordination which is why the N concentration saturates at higher ammonia/silane 
ratios. The implication of the plateau like region (which is highlighted as region ‘b’ 
in Figure 4.2) is that with higher NHs/SiHU ratios, despite there being more elemental 
N available, the N cannot be incorporated into the structure in a systematic manner 
when the PECVD films are grown at 300°C. It probably means that by varying the 
gi'owth temperature at the substrate during deposition, it is possible to deposit 
variations of the a-SisN4 core structme. It also means that a steady state has been 
reached in composition between the Si and N concentrations in the films.
A crossover point of the two curves that represent the elemental variation of Si and N 
in Figure 4.2 is observed to be at R » 1. This point coixesponds to an a-SisN4 
stoichiometric structure, within the experimental error (see Figure 4.1). This 
observation is conoborated by the optical bandgap variations which show a bandgap 
greater than 4 eV for R>  I. In region ‘b’ (see Figure 4.7), the stress increases rapidly 
and growth rate is low (Figure 4.9) which is consistent with our hypothesis of a stable 
stmcture namely Si3N4-(NH2), being forced into a different configuration by new 
atoms in an already energetically stable silicon-nitrogen alloy. The conclusion we 
di*aw fiom this is that it is not easily possible to incorporate N/Si > 1.8 in the 
amoiphous silicon hydi'ogen network under the given deposition conditions. If we 
were to attempt to grow films above R » 4, a very slow deposition rate with large 
values of stress, which would probably cause buckling or blistering will result. These
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findings are of importance when plasma depositing amorphous thin films that may be 
used as Si rich oxides or nitrides and for silicon-nitrogen alloys when used as capping 
layers in Ge and GaAs technology. These results are also of immediate consequence 
for the ion beam synthesis of GaN. The formation of GaN bonds is more likely when 
Ga is implanted into N-rich a-SiN%:H because of the stress in the Si-N bonds.
Makino [29] reported that the refractive index of non-stoichiometric films can be 
represented as the bond density weighted linear combination of refractive indices of 
a-Si:H and a-Si3N4 as in equation 4,6.
[S '/ -  N «  +  [ S i  - Equation 4.6[ S i - N ] + [ S i - S i ]
where [Si-N] and [Si-Si] are absolute bond densities per unit volume. If H bonding is 
neglected and all the N is singly bonded to Si, this becomes:
«„ Equation 4.71 + 0.75JC
Using refractive index values of na-si3N4 = 1.9 and na-si:H = 3.3, and values of *x' from 
RBS calculations (see Figure 4.1), we find that the agreement of the calculated 
refractive indices to those measured is good as shown in Figure 4.25. This shows that 
refractive index in our films depends mainly on N/Si ratio and agrees well with the 
published literature [27, 8]. It is interesting to note that there is a clear trend in that 
the refractive index calculated; it decreases to lower values than those experimentally 
obtained, as the N/Si ratio increases. The deviation of the measured data may further 
confirm the formation of the stable structure Si3N4(-NH2) at higher N/Si ratios. It is
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possible that the excess nitrogen at these very high N/Si ratios will form N2 due to the 
non-availability of the Si to bond to the N.
□ measured 
 calculated2 .8  -
X 2.5 -
ê  2.2
0.70.5 0.9 1.5 1.7 1.91.1 1.3 2.1 2.3
N/Si
Figure 4.25 Comparison of measured and calculated values of refractive index.
In the presence of an electric field, the electrons of a polar material are displaced 
which is the cause of electronic polaris ability (ae). At optical frequencies, the 
polarisability is defined by the electric moment \m induced by the field F, p., = ae F. 
The refractive index near and in the visible region gives the permittivity (s = n^) due 
to electronic polarisability. Here the Clausius-Mossotti relation [30] gives the molar 
polarisation:
= Equation 4.8€■¥2 p  3 Sq
where M is the moleculai' weight, p is the density, A is Avogadro’s number and 8 0  is 
the dielectric constant of free space. Using s = n ,^ gives the permittivity due to
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electronic polarisability and the following equation is called the Lorenz-Lorentz 
coiTelation:
- 1  M  Atc A a , Equation 4.9
For a heterogeneous medium like SiNx, where asi and are the polarisabilities of Si 
and N respectively, equation 4.9 can be generalised to:
■^2 ^ 2  “ ~Y ^ ^ E q u a t i o n  4.10
where N is the volume density of the atoms. The assumptions inherent in this relation 
are:
1. The Si-N film is isotropic.
2. At optical frequencies, the polarisation mode is predominantly electronic.
3. Contributions to M (and to a lesser extent) from any H atoms in Si-N 
films, may be neglected.
4. A self-consistent set of electronic polarisabilities may be assigned to Si 
and N atoms.
Values for density were obtained from the RBS measurements in section 4.4.2 and 
assuming that the polarisability of nitrogen atoms are constant (aN = 1.1 x lO"^ "^  cm^) 
whatever the stoichiometry [29], the polarisability of the silicon atoms have been 
calculated. These results have been compared with that of Dehan et al. [31] in Figure 
4.26. From this, it is possible to conclude that as the N/Si ratio increases, the 
replacement of Si atoms by less polarisable N atoms leads to a decrease in asi. Note 
the change in trend above stoichiometry. This could be because it is the polarisability 
of the N atoms that change in the region of high N concentration.
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Figure 4.26 Polarisability of Si atoms in a-SiNx:H as a function of the stoichiometry.
From the CV measurements in section 4.5.2, the flatband voltage shift is seen to 
decrease logarithmically with increasing R changing from positive to negative 
between 4 < 7? < 20. This is in agreement with Yasui et al. [16] though their 
measurements are over a much smaller range of conditions (0 < 72 < 12), hence they 
do not report the positive to negative transition, Gereth and Scherber [32] noticed no 
trend in the variation of flatband voltage shift with the ratio of the reactants SiHVNa. 
Flatband surface charge also changed logarithmically from negative to positive, which 
can probably be attributed to free or ionised Si atoms in the structure creating 
interface states. Kuwano [17], however, could not find a trend in his measurements. 
Values of flatband surface charge calculated were ~ 5 x 10^  ^ and 3x10^^ cm'^ that is 
close to the values found in the literature. Fairly low breakdown voltages of about 10^  
V/cm were measured in this study. Current voltage measurements on the MNM
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structures indicate that In (J/V) oc Vv. The conduction mechanism is attributed to 
Poole-Frenkel emission, as argued in section 4.5.5.
Section 4.8 Conclusions
The aim of this study was to characterise the a-SiNx:H produced by the DP80 with a 
view to implanting Ga into it. The control of the various parameters over the resulting 
properties has been studied to enable suitable targets to be deposited for a-GaN 
formation. A range of a-SiNx’.Hy samples have been produced by varying NHa/SfflU 
during deposition. The different properties of the resulting films were found to vary 
in a systematic manner and are critically dependent on the microstructure of the films. 
Deposition parameters in addition to the gas ratio need to be varied to achieve thin 
films with a larger range of physical properties.
The Si content in the films decreases and N content increases logarithmically for 0 < 
72 < 4 as gas ratio 72 (NHs/SiEU) increases, while both saturate above 72 » 4. The 
crossover point occurred close to 72 « 1, which corresponds to a N/Si ratio of about 1.4 
(with a hydrogen content of 22 at.%), which is close to the stoichiometric value for a 
SisN4 . 72 = 4 seems to be the turning point for most properties. Below this, a-SiNx:Hy 
films have high growth rates, refractive indices between 1.9 and 2.7, N/Si ratios ‘x’ 
between 0.5 and 1.5 and reasonable values of compressive stress (~ 0.7 GPa). While 
above this pivotal ratio, growth rate becomes low, the refractive index minimises to 
1.8, N and Si concentrations in the films saturate and the compressive stress increases 
rapidly. At this gas ratio, it seems very likely that the compositional structure of the 
material formed is Si3N4-(NHz). This indicates that the N content in a SiNx structure
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cannot be increased above -  63%, without introducing excessive stress in the films. 
Intrinsic stress measured is compressive and biaxial.
Flatband voltage shift and flatband surface charge makes a transition from positive to 
negative and vice versa respectively between R values of 4 and 20. Values of flatband 
surface charge calculated were -5x10^^  and 3x10^^ cm‘^ . Conduction in the MNM 
structures is due to Poole-Frenkel emission in the field range 5 x 10"^  to 10^  V/cm 
The Tauc gap increases from -  2.1 to 5.5 eV for 0.1 < 72 < 560, while the Eos optical 
gap ranges from 3 to ~ 6.5 eV.
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Chapter 5 Ion Beam Synthesis of Amorphous Gallium Nitride
Compounds
Section 5.1 Introduction
The major aim of this project was to investigate the synthesis of a GaN based 
compound. The technique that is investigated in this chapter involves Ga 
implantation of a-SiNxiH thin films that have been characterised as explained in 
chapter 4. The N-rich films have a high compressive stress and a high N content. 
Both of these conditions should favour the formation of GaN after ion implantation 
compared to stoichiometric a-SiNx:H films.
Amorphous SiNxiH films with varying values of ‘x’ have been implanted with doses 
of Ga in the range 10^  ^ to 10^  ^ ions/cm^. Section 5.2 explains how the selection of 
the ion implant energies and doses were made. The preparation of the samples is 
described in Section 5.3 . The films have then been analysed using the techniques 
described in chapter 3; the composition using RBS (Section 5.4 ) and most 
importantly the chemical analysis XPS and FTIR in Section 5.5 , to determine if GaN 
compounds were formed. Also, the efTect of varying the ion energy and post­
annealing conditions have also been examined. The optical and electrical properties 
of the synthesised material have been examined in Section 5.6 and Section 5.7 
respectively. This has been followed by a discussion linking all the measurements 
(Section 5.8 ) and the conclusions (Section ^.9 ). ,
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Section 5.2 Selection of implant energies and doses of gallium into 
amorphous silicon nitride
Ion implantation is an expensive, time-consuming process and so it is necessary to 
nan'ow down the parameter space and select a suitable starting point for the 
experiment. To choose an ion energy, the main considerations would be the depth of 
the implant requhed. It would be desirable to have a surface layer, rather than a 
buried layer of GaN in a-SiN%:H. This helps increase the density of the implanted Ga 
for a given dose and would also allow the Ga-implanted layer to be probed by a 
variety of different techniques than would otherwise be available. In addition, it 
reduces the complexity of the analysis involved as there are a number of unknown 
values in the synthesis of a-GaN:Si:H unlike other well-researched materials such as 
p-FeSiz. Therefore, it was decided that low ion energies should be used. A range of 
PDYN simulations for 1x10^^ Ga ions/cm^ implanted into a-SiNi.? was performed at 
different energies as shown in Figure 5.1. From this, it was deduced that ion energies 
of up to approximately 100 keV would result in surface layers containing significant 
amounts of Ga, thus making GaN synthesis more probable.
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Figure 5.1 Variation of range of 10^  ^Ga/cm^ with implant energy into a-SiNi.7  according 
to PDYN simulations. Note that PDYN accounts for surface sputtering.
The choice of the dose of the implant proved more difficult as it is necessary to 
implant a high dose of Ga to complement the large concentrations of N and Si already 
present (the thickness of the implanted layer is not a consideration at present). 
However, working at a typical ion beam current of 1 pA, it will take approximately 29 
hours to implant a dose of 1 x 10*^  Ga ions/cm^ into a target area of a square inch. 
Therefore, a compromise had to be reached. Because such high doses can have an 
impact on the final profile, further simulations were run using SUSPRE. A 
comparison of simulated atomic profiles of gallium with depth as a function of ion 
dose into a-SiNi.98 at 30 keV is shown in Figure 5.2. Another way of influencing the 
ratio of the implanted Ga to the N in the target is to tailor the target material by using 
silicon nitride with a high concentration of N, so that the ratio of Ga:N in the material 
is higher. This should increase the probability of Ga bonding to N. The N-rich
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compounds have been shown to be unstable and as they are highly stressed. Hence, 
there is a better chance of the bonds in the N-rich a-SiNx'.H matrix breaking.
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Figure 5.2 Variation of Ga profile with ion dose according to SUSPRE simulations at 30 
keV into N-rich a-SiNi.gs-
Hence, it is clear that implant energies up to ~ 100 keV will result in surface layers of 
the gallium compound and high doses of Ga are preferable. However, it is necessary 
to further qualify the range of doses to be implanted. The experiment conducted in 
order to study this is presented in the next section. So, an investigation of the retained 
Ga dose in N-rich a-SiNx:H with ‘x’ = 1.92 at the lowest ion energy possible at Surrey 
(i.e. 30 keV) at the time was canied out. It was expected that some sort of nitride 
based semiconductor would be formed and so other properties of the implanted 
structures have been examined in this section.
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A-SiNi.92 was deposited on 1737-glass at 300°C. 1737-glass is a high temperature, 
horosilicate glass that is flat and used for displays. The samples were then implanted 
with Ga^ ions at 30 keV at different doses as shown in Table 5.1. Sample 6 was laser 
treated in strips at 4 different doses. The strips get more transparent with increasing 
laser doses (doses 1 to 4).
Sample Ga dose (ions/cm^)
1 0: control sample
2 2.5 X 10''*
3 5.0x10^^
4 7.5 X 10^ ^
5 1.0x10"'
6 1.5 X 10"'
7 1.5 X lO"^  + laser treated at dose 1
8 1.5 X 10^  ^+ laser treated at dose 2
9 1.5 X 10 + laser treated at dose 3
10 1.5 X 10*^  + laser heated at dose 4
Table 5.1 Range of Ga doses implanted at 30 keV into a-SiN^ gz to choose optimum dose. All samples were scanned at 40 Hz with 30 ns pulse widths. The sample labelled dose 1 had an energy density of 155 mJ/cm^ , dose 2 had 189 mJ/cm\ dose 3 had 230 mj/cm  ^and dose 4 had 304 mJ/cm^
5.2.1 RBS
RBS was performed using a 1.5 MeV "^ He^  beam and the detector was aligned at a 
scattering angle of 165°. The data was analysed for the retained dose. The samples 
exhibited signs of charging due to the high resistivity glass substrate, so a thin 15 Â 
layer of Au was evaporated on to the surface of the samples after cleaning them. 
Table 5.2 summarises the results.
Sample Implanted dose (at./cm^) Actual Ga dose (at./cm^)
1 Un-implanted a-SiNx:H 0
2 2.5 X 10^ ^ 3.17 X 10^ ^
3 5 x l 0 ‘^ 5.14x10"^
4 7.5 X 10*^ 5.83 X 10"^
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Sample Implanted dose (at./cm^) Actual Ga dose (atVcm*)
5 1.0x10*'' 4.47 X 10“’
6 1.5x10** 4.70x10**’
7 1.5 X lO" + laser treated at dose 1 4.00 X 10“’
8 1.5 X 10** + laser treated at dose 2 3.10x10**
9 1.5 X 10**+ laser treated at dose 3 1.70x10**
10 1.5 X 10*' + laser treated at dose 4 1.10x10**
Table 5.2 Retained dose calculated from RBS spectra.
As can be seen the retained Ga dose is limited to about 5 x lO"  ^Ga ions/cm^ once the 
implanted dose exceeds 7.5 x lO"  ^ Ga ions/cm^, which is most likely due to 
sputtering. Figure 5.3 shows the Ga atomic profile obtained from RBS 
measurements. Hence, implanting a sample with up to 7.5 x lO"  ^Ga ions/cm^ should 
enable the largest concentration of gallium to be retained.
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Figure 5.3 RBS Ga profiles of 75 keV implants into a-SiNi,9 2  as a function of dose.
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5.2 .2  Optical transm ission
Transmission measurements were performed in the range 190 to 1100 nm. First, the 
control (a-SiNx:H on glass) was measured to give the baseline signal. Next, the films 
on the glass substrate were measured. According to these measurements, as shown in 
Figure 5.4, the transmission decreases with increasing retained Ga dose. The laser 
treated samples, however, do not always result in increased transmission, although 
laser treatment reduces the Ga concentration.
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Figure 5.4 Variation of transmission spectra of implanted a-SiN%:H having different 
retained doses of Ga (in ions/cm^). The laser treated samples have been pointed out in 
the graph as doses 1 ,2 ,3  and 4.
5.2 .3  S h e e t re s is tan ce
Sheet resistance of the composite structures was measured using a four-point probe as 
shown in Table 5.3. The limit of the system is 10^  Q/square. Correction factors 
based on the size of the sample have been used [1]. Since the control sample
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(a-SiNx=H on glass without Ga implant) as well as the glass substrate showed no 
conduction, we assume that the resistance measured for the other samples originates 
from the Ga implanted surface layer formed as a result of ion implantation. The 
results in Table 5.3 indicate that even with a retained does of 5 x 10‘^  Ga/cm^, the 
resistivity is still in excess of IMQ.
Implanted Ga dose (ions/cm^) Sheet resistance (Q/square)
Un-implanted a-SiNxiH Higher than limit of system
2.5 X 10*^ Higher than limit of system
5 X 10'^ 5.2 X 10*^
7.5 X 10 '^’ 2.9x10^
1.0x10^' 6.7x10^
1.5x10*^ Higher than limit of system
1.5 x 10^  ^+ laser annealed at dose 1 Higher than limit of system
1,5 X 10^  ^+ laser annealed at dose 2 Higher than limit of system
1.5 X lO^^F laser annealed at dose 3 Higher than limit of system
1.5 X 10^  ^+ laser annealed at dose 4 Higher than limit of system
Table 5.3 Variation of sheet resistance with implanted Ga dose in a-SiNx:H.
5.2.4 XPS
XPS data was collected from the surface of the Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H samples. 
From this data, the Auger parameters were extracted from the Ga signals. a*(ca) = Eb 
3d + Ek L3M4,5M4,5 was calculated as described in section 3.6.3 and is shown in Table 
5.4.
Implanted Ga dose (ions/cm^) — Eg 3d + Ek L3M4 .5M4 .S
2.5 X 10'" 1084.33
5.0x10'* 1086.69
7.5 X 10'" 1084.39
1.0 X 10'’ 1086.46
Table 5.4 Results of XPS analysis.
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All evidence points to free Ga (1086.77 eV) or a gallium nitride compound (1084.46 
eV) on the surface of these samples. The analysis depth is ~2 to 3 nm for Ga 2pg/2 and 
~6 nm for Ga L3M4,5M4,5 - This does not eliminate the possibility of GaN existing 
below the surface as the simulations and TEM micrographs shown later in this chapter 
shows that the Ga goes down to 50 nm from the surface.
5.2 .5  C onclusion
All the evidence appears to point to a single conclusion. The transmission and 
resistivity are a direct fimction of the actual Ga content and not the ion dose, except 
for some laser post-treated samples. For doses > 7.5 x 10^  ^ ions/cm^, high sputtering 
takes place resulting in less Ga retained by the material. From the energy density of 
the laser treatment used, the temperature at the surface of the samples has been 
estimated to rise above the boiling point of Ga which is 2205®C. Hence, laser post­
treatment reduces the amount of Ga, hence the increased resistance but the trend in 
optical transmission is not predictable.
In the light of the existing evidence, it was concluded that a dose of 7.5 x 10^  ^Ga/cm^ 
is likely to provide the maximum Ga retention. This dose also results in the lowest 
resistance in the material. There is a mixture of elemental Ga and GaN on the surface 
of the sample but the chemical composition deeper in the layer is not known for the 
samples in this particular study.
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Section 5.3 Sample Preparation
The samples described in this section have been used for the analysis in the rest of this 
chapter. Ion implantation conditions used were based on the experiments conducted 
in Section 5.2 . A range of a-SiNxiH samples were deposited with ammonia/silane 
ratios varying from 0.2 to 560 on the DP80 PECVD system described in section 3.2. 
Gases used were NH3 and 5% silane in N2 . For all the films, the substrate 
temperature, pressure and RF power to the plasma were held at 300®C, 300 mT and 
11 W at 13.56 MHz. The deposition time was adjusted so that the film thicknesses 
were approximately 2 0 0 0  A. Various substrates were used to facilitate different 
measurements as described in section 3.1. They all have been implanted at 75 keV 
and room temperature to a dose of 7.5 x 10^  ^Ga/cm^. Three representative samples in 
particular will be discussed:
1. A sample grown at i? = 0.2, at the Si-rich end of the spectrum.
2. A sample grown at i? = 200, at the N-rich end of the spectrum.
3. A sample grown at i? = 2, as an intermediate sample.
Where required, data from the entire range of samples will be used to study trends. 
Each of the samples has been divided for annealing at temperatures of 200°C, 300°C 
and SOO°C. Annealing has been performed in a nitrogen atmosphere for 30 minutes. 
RBS, XPS, FTIR, optical transmission and electrical measurements on the Ga 
implanted samples have been presented in sections 5.4 to 5.7 of this chapter.
Section 5.4 Composition
A typical raw RBS spectrum of a-SiNx:H implanted with Ga is shown in Figure 5.5 
and the signals from various elements have been identified. A decrease in the Si
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signal is observed in the region of the Ga peak where the implanted Ga displaces the 
Si from the a-SiNx.'H matrix rather than the N. This indicates that there may be a 
greater possibility of GaN bond formation in these films and only happens in N-rich 
nitrides. This is further discussed in section 5.4.4 .
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Figure 5.5 A raw RBS spectrum. This particular sample has been deposited at i? = 200. 
5.4.1 RBS/ERD analy sis  of sam p le  grown a t R  = 0.2
The RBS data from the sample deposited with R ~ 0.2, are shown in Figure 5.6 and 
Figure 5.7. Both the spectra complement each other and aie used to extract different 
information. The RBS spectrum collected at an angle of 75° provides good depth 
resolution at the depth where the Ga resides, which allows accurate depth profiling of 
the Ga and Si signals. However, the sensitivity of RBS to N is 4.5 times smaller than 
Si due to the smaller backscattering cross section. The eiTor in calculating the
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concentration of N in the sample would thus be high and is compounded by the fact 
that the N signal is superimposed on the background signal from the c-Si substrate. 
This is rectified by collecting an RBS spectrum at an angle of 0° where the Si 
substrate signal is smooth and the N concentration can be calculated more accur ately. 
However, due to the small backscattering cross section of N, an eiTor in this 
calculation will still exist. The BRD spectrum (not shown here) only provides 
information on hydr ogen.
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Figure 5.6 RBS spectrum at 75° of Ga-implanted Si-rich sample annealed at 200°C. The 
solid line is a fit to the experimental data points.
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Figure 5.7 RBS spectrum at 0° of Ga-implanted Si-rich sample annealed at 200°C. The 
solid line is a fit to the experimental data points.
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There was no need for manual analysis of the spectra as was done for the un- 
implanted a-SiNx:H samples in chapter 4. The RBS DataFumace programme [2] 
developed in 1997/98 was used to extract the compositional depth profiles from the 
raw data from which the N/Si ratio and atomic concentrations of elements could be 
calculated.
The un-implanted Si rich sample had a nitrogen-to-silicon ratio ‘x ’ of 0.54 and a 
density of 2.7 g/cnf. A Ga dose of 7.5 x 10^ *^  ions/cm^ was implanted into the target 
and the measured dose was 7.35 x 10^ *^  ions/cm^, which within ejqrerimental error is 
equal to the measured dose during implantation. Thus, no significant sputtering 
occuri'ed during this implant. The N/Si ratio changed to 0.66 on ion implantation. 
The integrated Ga concentration reduced to 4.95 x 10^  ^ ions/cm^ on annealing at 
200°C. On annealing at 300°C and 500°C for 30 minutes each, the depth profiles of 
all elements are similar. However, it was found that the H concentration is reduced 
on annealing and this is probably due to its out-diffusion. The figures below show 
how the elemental profiles change from the un-implanted state, to the as-implanted, to 
the annealed states at different temperatures.
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Figure 5.8 Depth profile of un-implanted Si-rich a-SiNx:H.
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Figure 5.9 Depth profile of as-implanted Si-rich a-SiN%:H.
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Figure 5.10 Depth profile of Ga-implanted Si-rich a-SiNxîH annealed at 200°C.
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Figure 5.11 Depth profile of Ga-implanted Si-rich a-SiNx:H annealed at 300°C.
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Figure 5.12 Depth profile of Ga-implanted Si-rich a-SiNx:H annealed at 500°C.
5.4 .2  RBS/ERD analy sis  of sam p le  grown a t R = 200
The RBS spectra are shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14. The un-implanted 
a-SiNx.H on a c-Si substrate was measured and shown to have an N/Si ratio ‘x ’ of 
1.84 and a density of 2.6 g/cnf. After Ga implantation of 7.5 x 10^  ^ ions/cm^ 6.3 x 
10^ *^  ions/cm^ was retained by the target. This reduction may be attributed to 
sputtering of the implanted tai'get during ion implantation. The N/Si ratio changed to 
1.7 on ion implantation.
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Figure 5.13 RBS spectrum at 75° of Ga-implanted N-rich sample. The solid line is a fit 
to the experimental data points.
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Figure 5.14 RBS spectrum at 0°of Ga-implanted N-rich sample. The solid line is a fit to 
the experimental data points.
The depth profiles of the un-implanted and as-implanted samples are shown in Figure 
5.15 and Figm*e 5.16. The silicon nitride target is thinner in this case (1463 A) than 
the Si-rich one in the previous section (2209 A). This is because of the low growth 
rate of N-rich a-SiNx:H. Hence, the end of the range of the Ga profile almost extends 
down to the a-SiNx:H/c^Si substrate interface. The H concentration is similar to the 
Si-rich sample, as expected fi'om the corqpositional study of a-SiNx:H in section 4.2,
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where the H concentration remained almost constant at ~ 30% over a large range of R. 
The N concentration however, is much larger than the Si concentration and does not 
vary much through the depth of the sample.
A portion of the implanted sample was annealed at 200°C for 30 minutes in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. Figure 5.17 shows the resulting depth profile. RBS shows that 
the Ga content reduces to 5.6 x 10^  ^ions/cm^ after the anneal. The N content appears 
to increase from 5.5 x 10^  ^ions/cm^ to 6.4 x 10^  ^ions/cm^ after the anneal for reasons 
that are not clear at present. It is possible that some of the nitrogen in the anneal 
ambient is adsorbed by the film. On annealing to 300°C and 500°C, the Ga profiles 
do not change much as shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.15 Depth profile of un-implanted N-rich a-SiNxtH.
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Figure 5.16 Depth profile of as-implanted N-rich a-SiN^tH.
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Figure 5.17 Depth profile of Ga-implanted N-rich a-SiN^zH annealed at200°C .
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Figure 5.18 Depth profile of Ga-implanted N-rich a-SiN%:H annealed at 300°C.
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Figure 5.19 Depth profile of Ga-implanted N-rich a-SiNxzH annealed at 500°C.
5 .4 .3  RBS/ERD an a ly sis  of s am p le  grown a t R  = 2
The intermediate sample deposited at jR = 2 and had N/Si -  1.6 and a density of 2.3 
glen} and was then implanted with 7.5 x 10^  ^Ga ions/cm^. The concentration of the 
retained dose was 6.01 x 10^  ^Ga ions/cm^ and N/Si changed to 1.69 on implantation. 
The loss of Ga could be attributed to the erosion of the surface Ga in the tai get during 
ion implantation. The Ga concentration and N/Si did not change much on annealing. 
A dip in the Si signal is obseryed in the region of the peak Ga concentration. This dip 
seems to get larger as the annealing temperature gets higher. The error in the N 
profile is too large to indicate if there is any preferential replacement of N by Ga.
5.4 .4  Error limits
Due to the small sensitivity of RBS to nitrogen, the reliability of the depth profiles is 
important. Recently, a new version of the RBS DataFumace progiamme applies a 
new technique to the analysis of RBS and BRD data to obtain error limits of the depth 
profile [3]. RBS and BRD data was acquired for Si-rich and N-rich implanted 
samples annealed at 200°C for 30 minutes and were mn through this programme.
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From Figure 5.10, it can be seen that the Si atomic concentration is reduced at the 
depth where the Ga concentration is maximum. It appears that the same happens to 
the N profile but to a much smaller extent. The enor limits of the calculation of the 
atomic profiles of Ga-implanted N-rich a-SiNx:H using the programme described 
above aie shown in Figure 5.20. The small reduction in N concentration is within the 
enor limits as opposed to the decrease in the Si and H signals, which is real. Thus, 
these results point to a general reduction in the concentration of all elements in the 
a-SiNxiH matrix due to Ga implantation and not to the preferential replacement of any 
paiticular element by gallium.
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Figure 5.20 Atomic fraction versus depth for a Ga implanted sample grown at 2? = 0.2 
and annealed at 2 0 0 °C for 30 minutes shows error limits on profiles.
The eiTor limits calculated for the N rich Ga-implanted sample are shown in Figuie 
5.21. There is a reduction in the Si profile as well as the H signal as expected. The N 
concentration, however, is nearly constant throughout the film. This confirms the fact
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that the implanted Ga preferentially replaces the Si in the hydrogenated amorphous 
silicon nitride matrix. If this were the case, then the direct replacement of Si may lead 
to the foimation of GaN bonds. In addition, the fact that the N/Ga ratio is higher 
would also improve the chances of GaN bond formation.
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Figure 5.21 Atomic fraction versus depth for a Ga implanted sample grown at if = 200 
and annealed at 200°C for 30 minutes shows error limits on profiles.
Section 5.5 Chemical analysis
5.5.1 X PS
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was performed on the Ga-implanted samples to get 
chemical bond information that is not available from RBS. A typical set of spectra is 
shown in Figure 5.22. 20 levels of data were collected with 10 minutes of Argon ion 
sputtering between each level. Data was collected as described in section 3.6. The 
peaks are labelled on thé diagram. Levels 1 to 5 aie from the region of the Gà
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implant. Levels 6 to 8 are from the un-implanted a-SiNx:H below the Ga implant. 
Levels 9 to 20 are from the c-Si substrate. Only levels 1 to 10 have been shown in the 
figure. As expected, oxygen and caibon contamination is observed close to the 
surface and almost disappears as the sample is etched. However, there still appears to 
be a small amount of oxygen contamination of 5% at deeper levels. This could be 
either oxide from the upper layers being recoiled into the substrate or oxygen being let 
in with the Ar ion gun used for sputteiing.
At levels deeper than the Ga implant, the un-implanted a-SiNx:H region has double Si 
2p peaks and KLL Auger transitions. This indicates two types of Si bonding in this 
region. The Auger paiameters for Ga (3d + LMM) and Si (2p + KLL) have been 
calculated and shown in Figure 5.23 and Figure 5.24. The Si is observed to show free 
Si as well as SiN bonding at a depth of 50 to 70 minutes etching time. An explanation 
for this could be that, as Si atoms are larger than the N atoms in the a-SiNx:H matrix, 
they have a larger scattering cross-section. Due to the energy of the implant process, 
the Ga atoms collide with more Si atoms, causing them to recoil deeper into the 
structure. This is confiimed from an analysis of the binding energy peaks which 
show that the amount of Si in the implanted region is ~ 18% to 36% and ~ 41% to 
54% in the un-implanted region of the a-SiNx:H.
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Figure 5.23 Ga Auger parameter calculated from the data of Figure 5.22 for a Ga- 
implanted a-SiNx’.H sample grown at i? =  100.
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Figure 5.24 Si Auger parameter calculated from the data of Figure 5.22 for a Ga- 
implanted a-SiNx:H sample grown at = 100.
In levels 9 to 20, within the region marked out to collect high resolution data from the 
Ga LMM Auger transition (i;e. 1056 to 1076 eV kinetic energy), there is clearly the 
LMM peak whose centre vai'ies between 1058 and 1064 eV at different levels.
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Suiprisingly, at deeper levels in the c-Si substrate, an extraneous peak starts appearing 
centred at around 1068 eV which is very broad (~ 10 eV). Initially, the origin of this 
signal was dubious and it was thought to be related to Ga. Later, it was determined 
that it was in fact actually related to the Si 2s signal which is very close to the Ga 
LMM Auger transition. It is a loss peak associated with the main Si 2s peak. In the 
c-Si substrate, where the Si signal is intense and well defined, this loss peak starts 
appearing and is of no consequence to the calculations in this study.
Evidence based on the Ga 3d + Ga LsM4 ,5M4,5 Auger paiameter points to either GaN 
or wholly mixed Ga and GaN components in the sample. The characteristics of the 
XPS spectra of elemental Ga are observed to be sharp features, while Ga compounds 
have broad peaks [4]. In the spectra from oui" film, the peaks are broad, indicating 
compound formation. Also appearing in Figure 5.22 is the Ga 2p signal, which is 
very close to the limit of the system since magnesium Ka X-rays have been used. Its 
low kinetic energy yields an analysis depth of ~ 1.5 to 2 nm for Ga 2p3/2 whereas the 
RBS depth profile shows that the Ga extends to 50 nm from the surface. Due to the 
extreme surface sensitivity of the Ga 2p signal in Mg Ka radiation, the Ga 3d + Ga 
LMM Auger parameter has been used in this study in preference to the Ga 2p + Ga 
LMM Auger parameter which is more often used when A1 Ka is employed as the 
primai'y radiation. Mg radiation has been employed to avoid the clash of the N Is 
photoelectron transition with the Ga LMM Auger transition that occurs in A1 K a XPS 
[5].
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The chemical state plot is a two dimensional plot with a unique position for each 
chemical state. The various points in each group are from different depths within the 
material. Figure 5.25 shows the Auger parameters for a-SiNx:H with R varying from 
0.5 to 560 plotted on a chemical state plot.
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Figure 5.25 Chemical state plot showing the Ga Auger parameter calculated for the as- 
implanted state. The different symbols represent a range o f Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H 
with vai*ying deposition conditions. The scatter in each group originates from charging 
shifts but the Auger parameters are independent o f charging shifts.
Now let us take a close look at the thiee representative samples that were described 
previously and the effect of annealing on Ga bonding. The Ga Auger paiameter (3d + 
LMM) has been calculated for the as-implanted state and after 30 minutes of 
annealing in a nitrogen atmosphere. Figure 5.26 shows the Ga Auger paiameter depth 
profiles for the Si-rich sample. The solid line represents the Auger parameter 
calculated for a c-GaN standard from the University of Nottingham. There appeal's to
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be a mixture of Ga and GaN in the sample and on annealing and there is no significant 
difference to the Ga bonding.
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Figure 5.26 Ga 3d + LMM Auger parameter for as-implanted and annealed Si-rich 
sample compared to a c-GaN standard. The lines are meant to be a guide to the eye.
The results from the N-rich sample, however, are completely different as can be seen 
from Figure 5.27. GaN bonding is observed up to about 60 minutes of etching time 
during depth profiling for the as-implanted state. Further etching shows the bonding 
becomes a mixture of GaN and elemental Ga. When the Ga implanted a-SiNxiH 
samples aie annealed to 200 °C, the GaN region is shown to move deeper into the 
sample. It is speculated that excess Ga in the bulk of the material that cannot form 
bonds may migrate to the surface of the film, thus making it Ga-rich. The 
significance of this temperature is that it is compatible with processing substrates such 
as glass or quaitz used for displays, showing that this method of producing GaN may 
be suitable for such applications. The fact that there is GaN present up to an etch time
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of 130 minutes, indicates that this compound is likely to be more dense or harder t^an 
the as-implanted material and hence has a lower sputter rate. On annealing to 500 ° C, 
all the implanted Ga is seen to be bonded as GaN.
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Figure 5.27 Ga 3d + LMM Auger parameter for as-implanted and annealed N-rich 
sample compared to a c-GaN standard. The lines are meant to be a guide to the eye.
The intermediate sample grown at = 2 is also moderately N-rich and the Auger 
parameter has been calculated and shown in Figure 5.28. For this sample, the Ga that 
is bonded as GaN remains in the same region and does not appear to move when 
annealed up to 300° C. In addition, the free gallium at the surface of the as-implanted 
material is oxidised when the sample is annealed. This is surprising especially as the 
sample has been annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere. So presumably, some oxygen 
contamination might be present during the annealing stage. Alternatively, the Ga at
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the surface may be oxidised whilst the samples are stored before analysis, a period of 
several weeks.
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Figure 5.28 Ga 3d + LMM Auger parameter for as-implanted and annealed sample 
grown at 7? = 2, compared to a c-GaN standard. The lines are meant to be a guide to the eye.
5 . 5 . 2  FTIR
The FTIR spectra of the Ga implanted a-SiNx:H samples show peaks that have been 
attributed as reported in the literature: NH stretching at 3350 cm"^ , NH2 stretching at 
3280 cm '\ SiH stretching modes at 2100 to 2300 cm'\ NH bending at 1200 cm '\ 
asymmetric SiN stretching at 920 cm'% asymmetric N-Sia stretching at 840 cm '\ 
symmetric N-Sia stretching at 482 cm'  ^ and GaN vibrations at 735 cm"\ Typical 
FTIR spectra of the un-implanted and implanted samples ar e shown in Figur e 5.29.
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Figure 5.29 FTIR spectra of a-SINxtH and Ga-implanted a-SiN^tH. This particular 
a-SiNx:H film was deposited with a NH3 /S1H4  ratio of 150,
The FTIR spectra of the implanted samples showed the same peaks as the un­
implanted ones with the addition of a peak at 735 cm'  ^ for R > 70. This is attributed 
to GaN bond vibrations. Note that XPS shows the presence of GaN bonds for R > 2 .  
Giehler et al. [6] have also observed the c-GaN Ai(LO) phonon at 735 Giri\ It is also 
possible that the Ei(LO) phonon at 741 to 746 cm'^ contributes to this signal [7, 8]. 
As pointed out in chapter 2, the Ai(LO) has a FWHM of 14 cm '\ which means that 
both these phonons aie indistinguishable in this experiment. The other known 
phonons for GaN lie in the range 533 to 565 cm'  ^ (see chapter 2) which are at the limit 
of this measurement system and so were not observed.
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The pealc position stays within 0.09% of the reference value of the Ai(LO) mode for 
different gas ratios. The inhared spectra of a range of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H films 
are shown in Figure 5.30. The method described previously in section 3.7 has been 
used to calculate the concentration of bonds. The absorption intensities of the 
different vibrations are shown in Figure 5.31, which shows that the GaN bonds are 
formed only for nitrogen-rich silicon nitiide. The absence of the GaN signal in the 
FTIR data, for 2 < R < 70, is probably because of the large SiN peak adjacent to the 
GaN phonon, thus masking it.
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SI ridiesl sample
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0.25I
g 0.20
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Figure 5.30 Montage of FTIR spectra of Ga-implanted a-SiNx*.H films deposited at gas 
ratios from 0.5 to 560,
The concentration of bonds shown in Figui'e 5.32, has been calculated from the 
integrated absoiption intensities and the infi aied calibration factors. The N that bonds
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with the implanted Ga comes from two sources mainly: the SiN bonds and the NH2 
and NH bonding groups. This is deduced from Figui'e 5.31 and Figure 5.32, where, in 
the N rich region (R > 70), the intensities of these gi'oups decrease with increasing R 
as the GaN intensity increases. In fact, the NH2 and NH stretching vibrations are not 
observed for R> \00 and it is possible that a significant proportion of the N contained 
in these bonds has been converted to GaN. Also, due to Ga bonding to N, the H 
released fiom the NH2 and NH bonding gi'oups, and the Si released fi'om the SiN 
bonds, are together responsible for the increase in SiH bonding for R > 70. The SiH 
bond concentration increases by an order of magnitude from 5 x 10^  ^ crn^ to ~ 5 x 
10^  ^ cm' .^ The GaN phonon intensity is smaller than the vibration intensity of most 
other bonds in the material indicating that only a small fraction of the material is GaN. 
The GaN bond concentration cannot be calculated because the infrared calibration 
factor is not Imown. Moreover, because of the mixture of different bonds in this 
material, this value is difficult to estimate. However, from XPS data, it would appear 
that approximately 4% to 10% of the material is converted to GaN (see Section 5.9 ).
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Figure 5.31 Variation of absorption intensities in Ga-implanted a-SINx:H with R. Lines 
have been drawn as a guide to the eye.
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Figure 5.32 Variation of concentration of bonds in Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H with gas ratio 
R. Lines have been drawn as a guide to the eye.
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The bond concentrations calculated h orn the FTIR spectra of the silicon nitride films 
implanted with Ga and annealed at 200°C are shown in Figure 5.33. Obseiwation of 
the raw spectra (not shown here) shows that there is no peak visible at 735 cm'\ The 
SiN asymmetric stretching peaks have increased in width and the bond concentration 
has increased indicating a recovery of the SiN bonds. In addition, a peak at 482 cm'  ^
attributed to symmetric stretching of N-Sis bonds [9] has manifested itself for samples 
grown at R = 20 to 250. This is an indication that the silicon nitride network is 
inclined towai'ds chemical order as N atoms bond in the stoichiometric N-Sis 
aiTangement; The FWHM of the SiN stretching bonds has also increased by about 1.5 
to 2 times that of the as-implanted samples. Hence, it is not suiprising that the 735 
crn^ GaN phonon is not visible in the raw spectra because it is buried under the broad 
SiN peak. An attempt was made to deconvolute the GaN signal but this was 
unsuccessful because of the extremely lar ge SiN signals superimposed on it. Another 
important observation is that the SiH bonds in the N-rich regime (R > 70) do not 
increase but decrease or at the most, stay at the same level due to loss of hydrogen 
bonding by annealing. Annealing also causes a small decrease in the NH bending for 
high R where there was originally no NH or NHz stretching.
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Figure 5.33 Variation of concentration of bonds in Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H annealed at 
200°C for 30 minutes with gas ratio R. Lines have been drawn as a guide to the eye.
The bond concentrations calculated fi'om the FTIR spectra of the silicon nitride films 
implanted with Ga and annealed at 500°C are shown in Figure 5.34. A new 
component of SiH stretching (H-Si-Ns) manifests itself at 2270 cm '\ which has been 
deduced fi’om the deconvoluted data. This is due to H-Si-Ns bonds rather than the 
lower wavenumber bonds that were detected in the previous samples that are 
signatures of groups in which the Si is bonded to 2 or 1 other Si atom. This is a 
reaiTangement of the bond structure brought about by the decrease in total bonded 
hydi'ogen content following annealing at a higher temperature. Whereas annealing at 
200°C reduced the SiH content of the samples where GaN is formed, annealing at 
500°C reduces the amount of hydrogenated N bonds as well. A similar result has 
been obtained by Giorgis et al. when annealing as grown a-SiNx:H films [10]. The
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NH stretching remains more or less the same while the NH2 stretching and NH 
bending almost completely disappear. Again the GaN 735 cm’^  is not visible but as 
the SiN bond width and concentration ai e similai*, the same ai'gument as for the 200°C 
samples applies here, wherein it is masked out by SiN signals,.
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Figure 5.34 Variation of concentration of bonds in Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H annealed at 
500°C for 30 minutes with gas ratio R. Lines have been drawn as a guide to the eye.
Section 5.6 Optical properties
The transmission spectra of the implanted samples are shown in Figure 5.35. The 
derivation of the absorption co-efficient is more involved than for just a-SiNx:H on 
quartz and is described in appendix A. The calculation of absoi-ption co-efficient 
makes certain assumptions to simplify the procedure and uses values of reifractive 
index for c-GaN, though the entire range of samples here do not have the implanted 
Ga converted to GaN. Some of the thicknesses of the Ga implanted layer used in these 
calculations have been obtained hom TEM images which aie close to PDYN
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calculations (see Section 5.8 ) and so the rest have been estimated by PDYN 
simulations. In addition, the calculation assumes little or no internal reflection (see 
equation A 1.9). To check on the accuracy of this assumption some numerical 
solutions of equation A1.7 were earned out [11]. These showed good agreement 
(within a few percent) for energies above -  3.5 eV, the numerical solutions giving 
slightly lower absorption. At lower energies, the numerical solutions give absorption 
up to 5 times lower than the data presented here. Figure 5.36 shows the calculated 
absorption co-efficient for Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H.
From the plot of the absorption co-efficient, it can be seen that there is a possibility 
that the Urbach edge exists. However, this is not clear due to the limitations of the 
technique used and so cannot be used to deduce detectivity in the material in this case. 
The criteria for the accuracy of the calculation of a , is that thickness d oc 1/a. The 
thicknesses of the samples used were ~ 2000 Â, which means that a  is accurate above 
values of 5 X 10"^  cm'  ^ in this case. In practise, to measure a  over a full range, sample 
thicknesses varying from 100 Â to 1 cm would be necessary. This is, however, 
impracticable. In addition, the numbers of interference fringes are reduced from the 
un-implanted state. The change in the interference could be due to several reasons: an 
increase in the absorption co-efficient of the material, an increase in the thickness, 
non-uniformity in the film or changes in the refractive index of the film.
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Figure 5.35 Transmission spectra of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H deposited at varying gas 
ratios R.
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Figure 5.36 Absorption co efficient of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H deposited at varying gas 
ratios calculated using derivation described in appendix A.
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The sam ples have been annealed in a nitrogen atmosphere in a rapid thermal annealer 
for 30 minutes at 200°C and then at 500°C . The derived absorption co-efficients at 
200°C  and 500°C  are shown in Figure 5.37 and Figure 5.38 respectively.
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Figure 5.37 Absorption co-efficient of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H deposited at varying gas 
ratios and annealed at 200°C for 30 minutes.
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Figure 5.38 Absorption co-efficient of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H deposited at varying gas 
ratios and annealed at 500°C for 30 minutes.
A typical comparison of the transmission through a sample is shown in Figure 5.39. 
It can be seen that implanting Ga into a-SiNxiH, reduces the transmission and the 
either reduces the optical gap or increases the reflectance of the material. The change 
in transmission may be due to scattering caused by the implanted layer of Ga or due to 
compound formation. On annealing to 200°C for 30 minutes, the transmission 
increases and then decreases again when annealed to 500°C for 30 minutes, but not to 
a value as low as that of the as-implanted sample. As pointed out in chapter 4, the E05 
value does not track well with the bandgap. Hence, the Tauc gap has also been 
calculated from the absorption data above and shown in Figure 5.40. The changes in 
E | are within the range of experimental error. However, it must be noted that the gap 
calculated here is that of the Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H layer that has a mixture of bonds.
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som e o f which are GaN. W hen Ga is implanted into a-SiNxiH, as has already been  
shown (see Figure 5.27), the Ga is not uniformly distributed in the target material. 
There is also, unbonded Ga in the material. These factors have not been accounted  
for when calculating Figure 5.40. The assumptions made in the derivation o f  the 
absorption co-efficient assum e that the refractive index o f the Ga-implanted layer is 
that o f  GaN, the real situation is far more com plicated.
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Figure 5.39 Comparison of transmission through a sample in the un-implanted, as- 
implanted states and annealed at 200°C and 500°C for 30 minutes each. This particular 
sample was deposited at a NH^/SiH^ gas ratio of 150.
The Tauc gap appears to be independent o f  the a-SiNx:H deposition conditions as can 
be seen from Figure 5.40. This suggests that the optical characteristics are fixed by 
the Ga implant and not by the target deposition. Because transmission characteristics 
are set by the material with the longest optical absorption length (= ad ), it is possible  
that som ething other than the Ga-implanted layer is dominating the measurement. 
One possibility is that ion implantation forms regions o f a-Si material which has been 
seen from the XPS calculations. Note that Si-rich a-SiNxiH has a bandgap
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approaching 2 eV (see Figure 4.23), near the ~ 1.5 eV measured here. Another cause 
may be the high reflectivity in the material caused by the implanted layer of gallium.
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Figure 5.40 Variation in Tauc gap of Ga-implanted a-SiNxtH with varying gas ratios and 
annealing conditions.
Section 5.7 Sheet resistance
Ga implanted a-SiNx:H samples grown at i? = 0.2, 200 and 2 have been tested for 
sheet resistance. 7.5 x 10^  ^Ga/cm^ was implanted into the films at an energy of 75 
keV. The substrate nitride was grown on n-Si with an evaporated Au/Sb back ohmic 
contact to the c-Si substrate. The sheet resistance of the un-implanted a-SiNx:H was 
too large to be measured on the system ( > 10^  Mf2/square). These un-implanted 
samples were annealed at 200°C, 300°C and 500°C for 15 and 30 minutes and still 
showed no measurable sheet resistance. The variation of sheet resistance of the three 
representative implanted samples with annealing conditions ai*e shown in Figure 5.41, 
Figure 5.42 and Figure 5.43.
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From these graphs it can be seen that the sheet resistance is lowest (~ 34 Q/square) in 
the sample grown at R ~  200 in the as-implanted state. On annealing to 200°C and 
300°C for 15 and 30 minutes, this does not change much in the extreme Si and N-rich 
samples. However, a temperature of 500°C creates a higher resistance (~ 58 Q/ 
square) in these two samples. The intermediate sample grown at i? = 2 shows the 
same trends at 200°C, 300°C and 500°C. The sheet resistance decreases on annealing 
for 15 minutes and then increasing again slightly after 30 minutes, with the 500°C 
anneal producing the lowest resistance.
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Figure 5.41 Variation of sheet resistance with annealing conditions in Ga implanted 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride grown at I? = 0 .2 .
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Figure 5.42 Variation of sheet resistance with annealing conditions in Ga implanted 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride grown at J? = 2 0 0 .
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Figure 5.43 Variation of sheet resistance with annealing conditions in Ga implanted 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon nitride grown at jR = 2.
Section 5.8 Discussion
The aim of this study was to synthesise the amorphous phase of GaN by implanting 
Ga into a-SiNxiH. The ion implantation process imparts a large amount of energy to 
the system, which can disturb the equilibrium of the target. When Ga"*" ions enter the 
target a-SiNx'.Hy film, since gallium is heavier than the Si, N and H atoms, nuclear 
collisions will be the dominant stopping process rather than electronic scattering. The 
final resting position of the implanted ion depends on the energy it was accelerated to, 
and the mass and atomic number of the Ga^ ions, as well as the target (a-SiNxiHy) 
atoms. PDYN simulations show quite accuiate predictions as they take into account 
surface sputtering caused by high fluences, the amorphous nature of the target as well 
as modification and relocation of target atoms during and after collision cascades 
[12]. Figure 5.44 shows a typical comparison of the Ga range extracted from RBS 
data using NDF with three types of simulations.
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Figure 5.44 Comparison of Ga profile obtained from RBS data compared with PDYN, 
SRIM and SUSPRE simulations. This particular sample was deposited at a gas ratio R 
of 350 and was implanted with 7.5 x 10^ ® Ga/cm^ at 75 keV.
The study of a-SiNx:H in chapter 4 showed that films grown at high gas ratios of 
]MH3/SiH4 (i?) had properties that made it different to conventional Si3N4 , These films 
had the N and Si concentrations saturated in the matrix and had high values of 
compressive stress in the film. They also had low growth rates and refractive indices. 
It seems that these films have a less optically dense structure due to the Si network 
breaking to incorporate superstoichiometric levels of N/Si. These conditions result in 
a non-equilibrium structure due to the high levels of stress in the material.
There are mainly SiN, NH2 and NH bonds in the un-implanted a-SiNx:H, as can be 
seen from the IR spectra in chapter 4. There are silicon hydride bonds only in Si rich 
a-SiNx:H. With increasing N/Si ratios in the film, the H atoms in these silicon
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hydride bonds are replaced with N atoms to form N-SiH, Nz-SiH and Ng-SiH, as can 
be seen from the increasing wavenumbers of the peak positions. At very high N/Si 
ratios, there is a smaller fraction of Si atoms in the material and there are no 
detectable SiH bonds. The bulk of the N that was bonded to the Si multihydrides, 
moves to the SiN bonds. Therefore, at the N-rich end of the spectrum, we have a 
situation where there are SiN bonds as well as the NH and NH2 bonding 
configurations but no SiH bonds.
RBS data has been analysed to yield the Ga depth profiles from the implanted 
a-SiNx:H. As can be seen from Section 5.4 , the Ga profile gets broader on annealing 
at 200°C for 30 minutes. At the peak concentration of the implant, there is a general 
reduction in all elements in the a-SiNx:H matrix, at the Si-rich end of the spectrum. 
However, when the N-rich a-SiNxiH is used as a target, there is clearly a preferential 
replacement of the Si and H in the a-SiNx:H, but not of the N in the films. The Ga 
atoms collide with a larger number of Si atoms on ion implantation as the latter have a 
larger scattering cross-section than the N and H atoms in the target. This causes the 
SiN bonds to break up and some of the Si atoms recoil deeper into the structure. 
Also, due to the large amount of NH and NH2 groups in the material, they break up on 
implantation and the H atoms are pushed back deeper into the structure. From XPS 
data, it was seen that in the un-implanted a-SiNxiH region, under the Ga implanted 
region, there is a mixture of Si as well as SiN. This indicates that the free Si has been 
pushed back from what is now the Ga implanted layer. It is unlikely that free Si 
would exist in the un-implanted material especially since it is N-rich.
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The implanted Ga in the N-rich a-SiNx:H bonds with the N released from the SiN, NH 
and NH2 bonds that have been broken on implantation. The Si liberated from the SiN 
bonds and the H from the NH and NH2 groups combine to form Si multihydride 
bonds on implantation and the rest is pushed deeper into the structure as explained 
above. The evidence for this explanation is the presence of up to 5 x 10^  ^SiH/cm^ in 
the implanted material from none in the un-implanted material and the appearance of 
the GaN phonon at 735 cm“^ in the IR spectra of the as-implanted N-rich a-SiNx:H.
As IR transmission tlirough the sample only tells us the total bond concentration of a 
particular type in the entire structure, it is impossible to tell how the Ga is bonded at 
different depths in the material. However, this information can be obtained from 
XPS. The Ga signal from the 3d, 2pi/2 and 2ps/2 peaks are not sharp and well defined 
as would be in the elemental form, but broad, indicating the presence of peak shifting 
due to chemical bonding [4]. Therefore, the implanted Ga is forming a compound. 
To ascertain what type of compound it is, the Ga Auger parameter is calculated and 
compared with that of a c-GaN standard from the University of Nottingham that has 
also been measured on the same system. These values were found to agree within the 
range of experimental error. The Ga Auger parameter in the N-rich implanted 
material matches that for GaN for up to 60 minutes of Ar ion etching through the 
sample. For longer etching times, there is both unbonded gallium present as well as 
Ga bonded to N.
On annealing at 200°C for 30 minutes, a transformation takes place and the deeper 
levels are converted to GaN according to the XPS data. The RBS depth profile shows
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that the Ga profile moves deeper into the stmcture on annealing to 200°C (see Figure 
5.16 and Figure 5.17). It is possible that since the peak Ga concentration has shifted 
deeper, the bonded Ga from the surface has moved with it and the energy involved in 
this transfer leaves what little Ga is left in the layer immediate to the surface 
unbonded. On annealing to a higher temperature of 500°C for another 30 minutes, the 
Ga profile does not move deeper but chemically there is a change and the remaining 
unbonded Ga near the surface is possibly converted to GaN as observed in the XPS 
analysis. This results in a layer of GaN being formed throughout the Ga implanted 
region, irrespective of the concentration of Ga at that point. Wlien annealed to 500°C, 
the stoichiometries at R = 20 and 70 become Si3N4.4 and Si3N3 .g respectively. Thus, 
amiealing in this range of R seems to bring the material closer to the stable 
stoichiometric phase. This indicates that the excess nitrogen in the material combines 
with the free Ga remaining in the film while the thermodynamically stable Si3N4 
phase reappears.
The next question is whether this bonded GaN is a homogeneous layer or in colloidal 
fonn and whether it is amorphous or in the form of crystallites? Figure 5.45 and 
Figure 5.46 show cross sectional TEM images tlnough the stmcture of two samples: 
one deposited at a gas ratio of 250 and the other at 350 respectively. The layer at the 
top with the ‘bubbles’ and ‘grains’ is the Ga-implanted layer. Under it is the 
homogeneous, un-implanted a-SiNx'.H. At the bottom, the c-Si substrate is visible. 
The ‘bubbles’ denote a lighter mass and hence could be the N or H in the structure. It 
also shows contrast typical of amorphous objects and is most probably caused due to 
rearrangement of the atoms in the film or damage due to implantation. The dark
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grains are of a heavier mass than the SiN in the target material and so are most likely 
to be the implanted Ga or GaN. This distinction cannot be made without some other 
form of analysis like high resolution TEM. From analysis of the un-implanted 
samples, it has been confirmed that these grains are not present in the un-implanted 
a-SiNxiH as shown in Figure 5.47. The extent of the implantation damage and range 
is similar in both samples (as expected since they were implanted with the same 
energy and dose of Ga) but there is much less damage visible in the sample (deposited 
at /? = 350). This may be because of the higher concentrations of N-containing 
groups (SiN, NH, NH2) in the un-implanted material deposited at R = 350, which 
could result in a more homogeneous layer of Ga being formed on implantation. In 
addition, the size of the ‘bubbles’ is larger for the sample grown atR = 250.
Figure 5.45 Cross-sectional TEM image of Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H grown at R = 250. The dark ‘grains’ may be Ga or GaN and the ‘bubbles’ may be N, H, NH groups or voids.
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Figure 5.46 Cross-sectional TEM image of Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H grown at if = 350. Note that this samples shows less damage than the sample in Figure 5.45.
-surface As-grown
Figure 5.47 Cross-sectional TEM image of un-implanted a-SiN%:H. This particular sample was grown at if = 20.
The electron diffraction pattern from the sample deposited at a gas ratio of 350 is 
shown in Figure 5.48. There are diffused rings originating from the Ga implanted 
a-SiNxiH and spots from the crystalline silicon substrate. However, when only the 
Ga-implanted a-SiNxiH layer is examined, the diffraction pattern shows only broad 
amorphous rings, as shown in Figure 5.49.
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Figure 5.48 Electron diffraction pattern from Ga-implanted a-SiN%:H deposited at if = 350.
Figure 5.49 Electron diffraction pattern from Ga-implanted a-SlNxiH region only deposited at if = 560.
Cross sectional TEMs were taken from a sample grown at if = 560 as-implanted, 
another annealed at 200°C for 30 minutes a third annealed at 500°C for 30 minutes. 
This has shown that the GaN/Ga ‘dark grains’ are the only features that are not 
affected by the anneal process. The ‘bubbles’ increase in size with anneal 
temperature while the c-Si/a-SiNxiH interface sharpens on annealing at 200°C and this 
effect increases at 500°C. An examination of the Si, N, Ga and H data from 
RBS/ERD of these films shows that the hydrogen content decreases from 263 x l O^  
at/cm^ in the as-implanted state to 172 x 10^  ^ at/cm^ when annealed at 500°C for 30 
minutes. There is not much difference in the Ga content but the Ga profile moves
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deeper into the sample. The N/Si ratio changes from 1.62 to 1.39 again showing that 
the tendency towards N-rich to N-poor/stoichiometric phases due to formation of GaN 
bonds. Hence, it is clear that annealing the Ga implanted films transforms the 
a-SiNx:H to stoichiometric SigN4 allowing the excess nitrogen to react with the 
implanted Ga. This can be correlated with the FTER. data where by annealing at 
200°C for 30 minutes the SiH reduces and the SiN bond concentration recovers. Not 
only does this recover but additional SiN bonds also form and the 482 cm'  ^
asymmetric N-Sig stretching peak appears. Annealing at 500°C now releases H from 
N bonds, thus leaving them free to bond with the unbonded Ga in the material.
The formation of GaN at low temperatures is improbable in a system that contains 
only elemental Ga and N, as N does not react with gallium metal even at 1000°C [13]. 
The N-Si bond energy is -105 + 9 kcal/mole whereas the energy of formation of the 
Ga-N bond is -24.9 ± 0.9 kcal/mol. So, if the N-Si bonds are broken then the free N 
will tend to form N-Si bonds again after ion bombardment. Therefore, at first glance, 
it seems that the probability of SiN bonds breaking to form GaN is very small. 
However, these values from the reference books are for the crystalline form of the 
materials. In amorphous materials, the bond energies have different values. Although 
there is a band structure arising from the chemical bonds between atoms, there is 
bonding disorder and no long-range order in the amorphous material. In addition, in 
N-rich a-SiNx:H, the bonds are highly strained which will also contribute to the 
change in bond energy. Hence, a-SiNx'.H is likely to have a higher energy state than 
crystalline Si3N4 . Therefore, the numbers quoted above are not accurate for the
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material under study. It is highly probable that the actual bond energies of Si-N and 
Ga-N are closer and that the energy imparted to the system on ion implantation is 
sufficient to overcome this formation energy barrier.
In addition, when Ga reacts with NH3 , it forms Ga amide groups Ga(NHz) 3  at 
temperatures as low as 100°C from which GaN may form [13]. It has been shown in 
section 4.3, that N-rich a-SiNx'.H contains significant proportions of the amide group, 
namely Si3N4(-NH2). Therefore, under the high flux conditions of Ga^ bombardment 
into the amide rich a-SiNx.*H films, a significant fraction of these amide groups is 
converted to a-GaN.
A direct comparison of a-GaN produced by the Japanese group at Gifu University 
cannot be made mainly because a complete layer of GaN could not be produced here 
and the presence of a-SiNx:H complicates the analysis. They report Eq4 values of 
about 3.0 to 3.4 eV [14]. They also find that the slope of the Urbach edge for a-GaN 
is 335 meV using PDS [15]. A sample of a-GaN on n-Si sent from Gifu was also 
measured on the XPS system at Surrey. The C Is, O Is, N Is, Ga 3d and Ga 2p3 
peaks were seen. The Auger parameter a*oa (3d + LMM) was calculated from these 
to be 1083.56 eV at the surface. This appears to originate from oxidised GaN bonds 
as a*Ga is 1084.46 eV for GaN and 1082.8 eV for Ga2 0 3 .
Section 5.9 Conclusions
Ion beam synthesis has been used to create GaN and GaN based compounds within an 
a-SiNxiH matrix. It has been previously shown in chapter 4, that in the high R region.
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the a-SiNx:H films are highly stressed, which makes it conducive to the formation of a 
non-thermodynamically favourable material or metastable phases. The stoichiometric 
limitations in the a-SiNxiH matrix for high reactant gas ratios R leads approximately 
to a constant N and Si content with the intensities of the N bonding groups (NH2 and 
NH stretching, NH bending and SiN stretching) decreasing (see figure 4.4), An 
additional benefit of using films grown at high gas ratios is that then optical gap is 
practically unaffected by annealing up to temperatures of 500°C [10].
The selection of the energy and dose of Ga to be implanted was based on a study as 
described in Section 5.2 . A dose of 7.5 x 10^  ^ Ga ions/cm^ was implanted into 
a-SiNx'.H of varying compositional values ‘x’. An energy of 75 keV was chosen to 
create a surface layer of implanted Ga in the a-SiNx:H targets. The highly stressed 
and non-stoichiometric a-SiNx:H grown at high gas ratios R are ideal for the ion beam 
synthesis of a-GaN. This is consistent with the fact that for high R, the calculated Ga 
Auger parameter matches that of the c-GaN standard, which is 1084.46 eV. Hence, 
XPS confirms the formation of GaN bonds. Deconvolution (using XPS curve fitting 
software) allows the elemental Ga binding energy peak to be separated from the GaN 
binding energy peak. Using standard sensitivity factors for Ga and GaN, it is possible 
to estimate the fraction of GaN compared to free Ga. For an as-hnplanted sample, 
annealed to 200°C, approximately 4% to 10% of the total Ga is within a GaN bond. 
When annealed to 500°C, however, even when 22 at.% of Ga is present, it is all 
bonded as GaN,
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The GaN phonon is visible at 735 cm‘^  in the as-implanted Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H 
samples for R > 70. This shows that the implanted Ga bonds with the N from NH2 , 
NH and SiN bonds. The released Si and H from these bonds combine to form 
additional SiH. The XPS data also shows Ga bonding with N and because there is no 
complication from other signals that need to be deconvoluted, this can be seen from R 
> 2 onwards.
In the as-implanted state, the Ga preferentially replaces the N atoms in the a-SiNx:H 
target. Annealing at 200°C for 30 minutes moves the GaN deeper into the structure. 
There is also an increase in the concentration of SiN bonds which indicates the 
recovery of the stoichiometric phase Si]N4 . The increase in the width of the 840 cm‘^  
and 920 cm'  ^ SiN stretching vibrations masks out the small GaN 735 cm"’ peak 
appearing in the FTIR spectra. The N-Sig peak at 482 cm"^  also manifests itself in the 
spectra of these annealed samples. Annealing at 500°C for 30 minutes reduces the 
hydrogen concentration in the films and a decrease in the SiH stretching as well as 
NH2 stretching and NH bending modes is observed. Si hydride stretching in the form 
of H-Si-Ns at 2270 cm'  ^ appears. Hence, a higher annealing temperature removes 
hydrogen from the NH bonds in the films, thus leaving the N to bond with remaining 
free Ga. This aids the transformation of the entire Ga-implanted region to amorphous 
GaN.
Electron diffraction through the implanted layer shows that it is completely 
amorphous with nanometer-scale precipitates within the implanted region. The
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implantation of Ga into a-SiN%:H reduces the optical bandgap of the film. Annealing 
the samples to 200°C for 30 minutes makes this increase and further annealing to 
500°C for 30 minutes reduces it again. The onset of the Urbach edge is just visible.
The sheet resistance of the Ga implanted a-SiNxiH films lie in the range 30 to 80 
Q/square. Thus, for the Si and N rich samples, annealing at 500°C for 30 minutes, 
causes a significant increase in the sheet resistance. Whilst for the sample grown at 
an intermediate gas ratio (R = 2), annealing at 200°C, 300°C and 500°C for 15 
minutes reduces the sheet resistance. Further annealing for 30 minutes increases the 
sheet resistance again, but not to as high a value for the as implanted state ( - 3 9  
Q/square).
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Chapter 6 Conclusions and Future Work 
Section 6.1 Conciusions
A study of amorphous silicon nitride films grown on the DP80 plasma enhanced 
chemical vapour deposition reactor revealed that the N-rich films possessed properties 
that would make it conducive to compound formation on Ga ion implantation. The Si 
content in the films decreased in a logarithmic manner for 0 < /? < 4 and saturated for 
higher R values at ~ 27 at.%. The N content increased logarithmically with R and 
saturated at a maximum asymptotic value of ~ 49 at.% for R> 4. A  turning point for 
the experimentally measured properties was observed at i? » 4 for the specified 
deposition conditions. This coiTesponds to a N/Si ratio of about 1.45 ± 0.15 with a 
hydrogen content of 22 at.% for the deposited a-SiNxiHy films. Below this pivotal 
ratio, the films have high growth rates, a refractive index between 1.9 and 2.7, a N/Si 
ratio between 0.5 and 1.5 and moderate values of compressive stress (~ 0.7 GPa). 
While, above this pivotal ratio of i? « 4, growth rates become significantly lower, the 
refractive index minimises to 1.8 , N and Si concentrations in the films saturate and the 
compressive stress rapidly increases.
The technique used to synthesise GaN bonds is similar to ion beam mixing. However, 
here the technique utilises N-rich a-SiNxiH targets with the properties described 
above, which are more favourable to GaN foimation. The energy and mass of the 
implanted ion determines the efficiency of the nuclear stopping process. This in turn 
directly affects the collision cascade, which causes ion mixing. Studies detailed in 
chapter 5 have shown that using a metastable target, which is not in a stable
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thermodynamic state, results in the mixing of the target and bombarding ions. The 
fact that the nuclear stopping process is not temperature dependant allows room 
temperature or even low temperature implantation for the synthesis of the amorphous 
phase of the compound.
GaN bonds have been seen as a peak at 735 cm"^  in the infrared spectrum and as the 
Ga (3d + LMM) Auger parameter at 1084.46 eV using XPS. The implanted Ga bonds 
with the N from NH2 , NH and SiN bonds, and the released Si and H from these bonds 
combine to form additional SiH. In the as-implanted state, the Ga preferentially 
replaces the N atoms in the a-SiNxiH target. Annealing at 200°C for 30 minutes 
moves the GaN deeper into the structure. Restructuring of the atomic bonds on 
annealing creates a recovery of the stoiclhometric phase of SÎ3N4, which masks out 
the small GaN IR peak. Annealing at 500°C for 30 minutes reduces the hydrogen 
concentration in the films resulting in a decrease in the SiH as well as NH2 and NH 
bonds. Hence, a higher annealing temperature removes hydrogen from the NH bonds 
in the films, thus leaving the N to bond with remaining free Ga. This transforms the 
entire Ga-implanted region (~ 22% by volume) to an amoiphous Ga:N:Si compound.
The implications of synthesising the amorphous phase of GaN are many and varied. 
The original application in mind was the field of transparent conductors. Now that it 
has been proved that it is possible to form GaN by implanting Ga into a-SiNx:H, work 
has to be conducted to further investigate the transparency and conductivity of the 
structures.
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The ability to deposit the synthesised a-GaN over large areas is a bonus for many 
applications. It is also known that GaN is used as a buffer layer to form high quality 
GaN layers for laser diode applications. It may be possible to use a-GaN as a cheap, 
easy means to form buffer layers for c-GaN. These substrates will not have the 
problems of lattice matching as encountered by sapphire, which is a popular substrate 
used for c-GaN at present. Nor will it have a restriction on the area it can be 
deposited over due to its amorphous nature. Finally, as an electronic material in its 
own right, a-GaN can be developed to form electronic devices as shown by 
Nonomura’s group [1 , 2] who have fabricated TFTs and FETs with their reactively 
sputtered a-GaN.
Section 6.2 Future Work
This study has mainly concentrated on the synthesis of a-GaN. Now that it has been 
shown that it is indeed possible to do this, the material produced has to be 
characterised for device applications. Photoluminescence and Raman characterisation 
can give important information on the band structure of this material. Currently the 
data suggests the synthesised material is a complex mix of GaNy, Ga, SiNx and Si 
phases. Hence, more work is needed for a deeper understanding of the material.
The next step would be to convert the entire layer of a-SiNx:H to a-GaN. This can be 
done by depositing thin target films (~ 500 to 1000 Â) to make sure that there is no 
un-implanted a-SiNx:H left under the Ga implant. Deep implants can also be 
attempted on a-SiNx on glass substrates. In this case, a glass substrate can act as an
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end stop for the implanted heavy ions. The main aim of these experiments would be 
to increase the atomic fraction of GaN to > 25%,
In the future, attempts will be made to implant the ions through a metal mask and 
subsequently remove the metal mask. Tliis should have the twofold effect of:
1. Slowing down the ions so only a shallow layer is implanted but at an 
optimum current density for the implanter.
2. Co-implanting some of the evaporated metal together with the ions used.
The second method can be used to implant dopant atoms simultaneously with the Ga.
Ga has been evaporated onto a-SiNx and c-Si substrates. In the former case, amiealing 
experiments will be used to diffuse the Ga into to a-SiNx:H matrix. The evaporation 
on to Si have been made with the aim of implanting nitrogen into the resulting 
structure. This work is being carried forward presently.
Reactive sputtering of a gallium target with nitrogen is also being investigated at 
Surrey as a method of producing GaN. The Nordiko sputterer available presently has 
the target holder on top. This will have to be modified so that the target holder faces 
upwards as Ga melts at 28°C.
Finally, a method of doping the a-GaN will have to be developed to satisfy the needs 
of the ever growing optical and electronics industry. For any optical or electronic 
application, the need for doping a-GaN exists. At present it is not known whether this 
Ga-implanted a-SiNx:H behaves as a p-type or n-type material. The evidence at
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present suggests that this material has a bandgap and hence is a semiconductor. 
However, this has not been conclusively proven. Future work must involve 
experiments to investigate these properties as well as to dope a-GaN.
From the results obtained thus far, investigating this new material is of scientific 
interest. The Ga based compound, formed in the preliminary tests creates a drastic 
improvement of conductivity in the a-SiNx:H. The results so far are very promising 
and experiments to improve these properties will be continued.
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Appendix A Derivation of absorption co efficient expressions
Section A.1 Determination of the absorption co-efficient for amorphous 
silicon nitride on quartz
First consider only transmission through a quartz substrate of thickness ti (see figure 
A1.1). If lo is the incident beam energy, then the transmitted beam energy Isub will be 
the incident beam times the exponential decay of the light through the quartz, which 
depends on its thickness.
Lub = ^ 0  exp(- cf 1 * ) Equation A l.l
where, a i is the absorption co-efficient of the quartz substrate.
Quartz v 
substrate ^
lo
K - 5H
-► Isub = Ioexp(-ai*ti)
Figure Al.l Transmission through quartz substrate.
Next consider the sample of thickness t2 (see figure A 1.2) on its quartz substrate being 
measured. This time the beam entering the sample from the quartz will be Isub and the 
transmitted beam ‘F will be Isub times the exponential decay of the light through the 
silicon nitride.
= A«ô®xp(-a*^2 ) Equation A l.2
where a  is the absorption co-efficient of the a-SiN*.
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Quartz
substrate
I = [lo exp(-a,*ti)] exp(-a*t2)
sub
tl k
Figure A1.2 Transmission through composite sample.
From equation A1.2, we get I/Isub = exp(-a * ti) 
Therefore,
a  =
Inl Equation Al .3
No reflection at the interfaces or multiple reflections within the material have been 
considered here. The absorption co-efficient is calculated for all samples at all 
wavelengths within the range measured. The optical gaps Bo4 and Ej are then 
calculated from the absorption co-efficient.
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Section A.2 Determination of absorption co-efficient for gallium- 
implanted amorphous silicon nitride on quartz
This has been derived in three parts from first principles:
Case 1: General case
Consider a freestanding slice of material of absorption co-efficient a  and thickness d 
as shown in figure A 1.3. Let Ra be the reflection co-efficient at face A and Rb be the 
reflection co-efficient at face B. 11 is the first transmitted component and I2  and I3 are 
the results of multiple internal reflections within the material.
A B
I3
Figure A1.3 Multiple reflections and reflection at the interfaces of a substrate.
4  Qxp(-cxd)Rs Qxp(~a *  2d)R^(1- R b)
/g = 4(1 “  exp(-a  * 2d)R^ exp(-« * 2d)R^R^{\ - R q)
This is an infinite series of the form In+i = ar", where a = Iq (1-Ra) (1-Rb) exp(-ad)
and r == Ra Rb exp(-2ad). The result of this is: = -— Jf\r\ < 1io 1 -^ ’
Therefore the total of all the transmitted components through the material is:
^total
4(1  -  ^4X1 -  & )e x p ( -W )
1 -  R j^ Rq Qxp{-2ad) Equation A 1.4
Case 2: Transmission through the Ga implanted a-SiNv
Now consider the composite structure of the samples in this study as shown in figure 
A1.4. We shall call it structure A.
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STRUCTURE A
lo —^  I] - >  h
a-SiNx Quartz
(«2, tz) («3, h)
Ga implanted a-SiNx (at, t|)
Figure A1.4 Schematic of Ga implanted amorphous silicon nitride structure.
Because the Ga-implanted layer is thin (~ 500 Â), we shall consider multiple internal 
reflections within the Ga-implanted layer only and reflectances within the air/Ga- 
implanted-layer (Ri) and Ga-implanted-layer/a-SiNx (Rz) interfaces only. Therefore, 
from equation A1.4.
A _  (1 -  4  )(1 -  ) exp(-g,^j )
4  1 -  4^2  e x p (-2 a ,t , )
L2 _
A = exp(-«2^2)
3 _
L = exp(-o:3^3)
Therefore the transmission through the entirety of structure A (Ta) is:
7’ -  4. ^  4.4. A
4 4 4 4 Equation A 1.5
Case 2 : Transmission through the unimplanted a-SiNv
We shall call the starting material (unimplanted a-SiNx) structure B as shown in figure 
A1.5.
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STRUCTURE B
I4 —^ —>  I5 - >  le
a - S iN x Q u a r t z
( « 2 , h ) ( « 3, (3 )
Figure A1.5 Schematic of unimplanted amorphous silicon nitride structure.
As in case 2, — = exp(-<%2 2^ ) — = exp(-a 3 3^ ) .4  4
Therefore the transmission Tb through the entirety of structure B is:
4  = ^  = ^ ^  = exp(-a2?2)exp(-a3^3)
- '4  ^ 5  ^ 4
Putting cases 2 and 3 together, from equations A1.5 and AL6 we get:
Al a*exp(-g,fi)
Tg l - b *  Qxp(-2a^t^ )
where, a = (1-Ri) (l-Rz) and b = Ri * Rz.
In the case when Rz «  1, the denominator of equation Al .7 becomes « 1. Therefore
Equation A l.6
Equation A1.7
a * exp(-a,r, ) Equation A 1.8
The reflection co-efficients Ri (air/Ga-implanted-layer) and R2 (Ga-implanted- 
layer/a-SiNx) can be calculated from the refractive indices of the media using the
formula: 4 / 2  = ~
Equation A1.8 can be rearranged to give values for the absorption co-efficient of the 
Ga-implanted silicon nitride layer.
In
a,
''a*T, '' 
A ' y Equation A 1.9
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Appendix B Glossary of Symbols 
Section B.1 Introduction
This section contains a fairly comprehensive list of the terms used in the various 
equations through out this thesis. Because commonly used terms from different fields 
of study often conflict each term has to be taken in the context in which it is given. 
As a guideline, the terms have been grouped into categories so that their definition 
can be related to their context and duplication of symbols can be dealt with. Typical 
units have been given, however these may not always be suitable. Where any doubt 
or conflict arises, the original equation and its description should be consulted for the 
final word.
Section 6.2 Constants and Commonly Used Symbols
T - Temperature (K)
k - Boltzmann’s constant (8.62 x 10’^  eV K'^)
e - Charge on an electron (- 1.6x10'^^ C).
q - Modulus of the charge on an electron (1.6x10’^^  C).
Go - Dielectric permittivity of Free space (8.85 xlO'^^ F/m^)
8r - Relative dielectric permittivity (No Units).
8* - Dynamic dielectric permittivity (No Units), 
h - Planck’s constant (6.62 x lO'^ "^  J-s).
0, (p - Angles (degrees).
R - Feed gas ratio (No Units), 
r - Position (m).
X - Position (m) or composition, 
y - Composition.
A - Avogadro’s number (6.022 x 10^  ^molecules/mole).
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Section B.3 ion Beam Implantation/Analysis
N(x) - Implanted ion concentration at depth x (ions/cm^).
No - Implant dose (ions/cm^).
N - Target atomic density (atoms/cm^).
Rp - Projected range of implant (m).
ARp - Standard deviation of the projected range of implant (m). 
o - Scattering cross-section for interaction (m^).
Q - Number of particles incident on the detector.
O - Solid angle (steradians).
M - Atomic mass (atomic mass units).
Z - Atomic number.
K - Kinematic factor (no units).
A - Collector counts.
8"^ - Stopping cross sections (eV/10^^ at/cm^)
^ - Energy per channel (eV).
H - RBS signal height (counts).
Section BA Electrical Properties
E - Electric Field (V/cm).
J - Current density (A/cm^). 
a  - Conductivity (Siemens).
C - Capacitance per unit area (F/cm^).
Nfb - Fiatband surface charge density (cm‘4- 
V - Applied voltage (V).
Vfb - Fiatband voltage (V).
Rs - Sheet resistance (Q/square). 
p - Resistivity (Q-cm)
Ld - Debye length (m). 
p - Free hole concentration (cm" )^.
pno - Free hole concentration in n type material at equilibrium (cm“^ ).
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A - Infrared calibration factor (cmA- 
0 ) 0  - Peak centre wavenumber (cm" )^.
Rp - Reflection coefficient of light with parallel polarisation vector.
Rs - Reflection coefficient of light with perpendicular polarisation yector. 
v(/,A - Ellisometric angles.
Et - Tauc gap (eV).
Eq4 - Energy at which optical absorption is 10"^  cm"\
Section B.7 Semiconductor Band Theory
E - Energy (eV).
N(E) - Density of states (eV cm'^) at an energy E (eV).
Ef - Fermi energy (eV).
Ec - Energy of the conduction band edge (eV).
Ev - Energy of the valance band edge (eV).
E c t  - Hopping energy in band tails (eV).
Ro - Localisation length (m). 
k - Wavevector (or crystalline momentum).
- Wavefunction.
(j)B  - Barrier height (eV).
Section B.8 XPS
Ek(1) - Kinetic en er^  of the photoelectron from atomic level i (eV).
EkO^I) - Kinetic energy of the Auger transition jkl (eV).
EB(i) - Binding energy of photoelectron (eV). 
a  - Auger parameter (eV). 
a* - Modified Auger parameter (eV). 
v - Frequency of EM Wave (Hz).
